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> Dunlee offers market leading Smit Röntgen fibre-interspaced grids which are ideal
for low dose CR and DR imaging.
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More Big Things in Store for DOTmed

Well, 2009 has arrived and it is an exciting time
for DOTmed Business News and the medical
industry. For DOTmed, we will be developing
some new resources in the coming months to
better serve you. More details will follow in upcoming issues of the magazine and online.
For the industry a change of leadership in
the White House may lend itself to changes in
health care. We received emails from many readers about this change. Many thought it would
have a positive effect on health care, the economy and the nation. It seems
just as many feel otherwise. Only time will tell us who is ultimately right.
This month, we’ve included a postcard for our readers to continue their
subscription to the magazine. The subscription is free and the postcard is
postage paid, so if you enjoy reading the magazine each month, please take a
moment to complete the card and mail it in. If you know someone else who
would like to receive the magazine, they can still sign up online for free.
Readers have contacted us with suggestions for future articles and some
of them will be cropping up this year. We appreciate the suggestions and
welcome them.
In fact, if you have feedback, questions or comments you would like to
share, send me an email at sruck@dotmed.com.
Until next issue!
Sean Ruck
Editor-in-Chief
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Events for January 2009
RTOG (Radiation Therapy Oncology Group) SemiAnnual Meeting 2009, Jan. 15-18, New Orleans, LA

The following is a response to last month’s question
about whether or not legislators should impose restrictions on stem cell research.

ASCO (Clinical Oncology) Gastrointestinal Cancers
Symposium 2009, Jan. 15-17, San Francisco, CA
MGMA (Group Management) Seminar: Mastering your
EHR Adoption 2009, Jan. 16-17, St. Pete Beach, FL

It’s a Non-Issue

W.H.C.C. 3rd Annual Leadership Summit on Health
Care Supply Chain Management 2009, Jan. 20-22,
Las Vegas, NV

It is my understanding that the government does not
allow or disallow Stem Cell Research. The restriction
applies to harvesting the Stem Cells from aborted babies. Stem Cells can be harvested from the placenta
after the baby is delivered, but at a higher cost to the
drug companies.
Dennis C. Anderson
Rainbow Medical Electronics, Inc.

ASN (Neuroimaging) Annual Meeting 2009, Jan. 22-25,
Orlando, FL
Arab Health Congress 2009, Jan. 26-29, Dubai, U.A.E.
SCMR (Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance)
12th Annual Scientific Sessions 2009, Jan. 29 - Feb 1,
Orlando, FL
SNM (Nuclear Medicine) Mid-Winter Symposium 2009,
Feb. 5-8, Clearwater, FL
APOS (Psychosocial Oncology) 6th Annual Conference
2009, Feb. 5-8, Charlotte, NC

Dennis, you have a point. Based on recent developments, there may be little left to offend legislators.
In June of 2008 stem cells were cultivated from a
30-year-old woman’s own bone marrow. Doctors used
these cells to aid in a trachea transplant. The cells were
seeded into a donor trachea to prevent the recipient’s
body from rejecting it. The woman is healthy and her
body has shown no signs of rejecting the organ — all
without the need of immune suppressants. This is
encouraging and further studies are being conducted
using cells from adults.
-Editor

SGO (Gynecologic Oncologists) 40th Annual Meeting on
Women’s Cancer™ 2008, Feb. 5-8, San Antonio, TX

The latest generation of Unfors Xi featuring

FEEDBACK QUESTION
FOR FEBRUARY

New Unfors Xi Survey Detector
New mammo beam quality - W/Ag
Rad, Fluoro, Mammo, CT, Light, kVp, Dose,Time, HVL & more...

CZl

In December, President Elect Barack Obama

...and more than 20 enhancements.

announced his appointment of former Senate
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Majority Leader Tom Daschle to the position of

– reporting made easy!

Health and Human Services Secretary. Do you

The Unfors Concept

believe this will benefit the health care industry?
Accurate result 10 s to learn

Pocket sized

www.unfors.com
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Selling Your Equipment Should Be Easy.
With ANDA Medical, It Is.
Firm Quotes in 48 Hours • Top Dollar Paid • Same Day Payment Available

• X-ray
• Monitors
• Cath Labs
• Ventilators
• Anesthesia
• Ultrasound
• CT Scanners
• Defibrillators
• O/R Products
• MRI Scanners
• Mammography
• Infant Care Products

Call today: 613-726-7811

ANDA Medical makes selling used equipment and
idle assets easy because we’re serious buyers –
and we pay top dollar, and pay promptly.

21 - 1051 Baxter Road • Ottawa, Ontario K2C 3P1
andamedical.com
sales@andamedical.com

We’ve built relationships with hospitals across
North America. Call us to discuss your current
inventory, or soon-to-be decommissioned sytems,
and discover the ANDA difference.
We would also be happy to sell you one of our
high-quality refurbished units, as well.

hospital & health news
Medtronic Receives Subpoena from U.S.
Justice Department

A subpoena has been sent to Medtronic Inc., as part of an investigation into unapproved “off-label,” uses of Infuse spinal
graft. Bill Hawkins, Chief Executive for the Minneapolisbased Medtronic responded to the subpoena by saying that for
years the company has had strict guidelines in place on appropriate promotion of products according to labeled indications
and the company is complying appropriately with the request.
He also said that the investigation was “very focused” on
Infuse, and he didn’t know if it would be broadened. It was
not a surprise to Hawkins that Medtronic; the world’s largest
medical device maker received the subpoena on the subject,
given “stepped-up efforts in general on the topic of off-label
use of drugs and devices.”
Doctors are free to prescribe drugs for uses not approved
by federal regulators or to use devices as they see fit. But pharmaceutical and medical device companies are prohibited by
law from marketing for those uses.
Medtronic has said it does not pay surgeons to promote
Infuse for unapproved uses. Company spokesman Chuck
Grothaus reaffirmed that but said Medtronic would not elaborate on the subpoena.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7491

New Information on Quality of Care at
Dialysis Facilities

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has announced important additions to the Dialysis Facility Compare
consumer Web site (http://www.medicare.gov/dialysis) that
will give consumers even better insight into the quality of care
provided by their local dialysis patient facilities.

•

Assisted Reproductive Technology Is
Associated With an Increased Risk of
Certain Birth Defects

Infants conceived with Assisted Reproductive Technology
(ART) are two to four times more likely to have certain types
of birth defects than children conceived naturally, according to
a study by the CDC. The report, “Assisted Reproductive Technology and Major Structural Birth Defects, United States,”
was released in the journal Human Reproduction.
“Today, more than 1% of infants are conceived through
ART and this number may continue to increase,” says Jennita
Reefhuis, Ph.D., epidemiologist at CDC’s National Center on
Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities. “While the risk
is low, it is still important for parents who are considering using ART to think about all of the potential risks and benefits of
this technology.”
The study shows that among pregnancies resulting in a
single birth, ART was associated with twice the risk of some
types of heart defects, more than twice the risk of cleft lip with
or without cleft palate and over four times the risk of certain
gastrointestinal defects compared with babies conceived without fertility treatments. Despite these findings, the absolute
risk of any individual birth defect remains low.
The study examined data from 281 births conceived with
ART and 14,095 conceived without treatments.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7517

•
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The improvements include two new quality measures that
demonstrate how well dialysis patients are treated for anemia
(low red blood cell count) as well as updated information that
will help patients better understand survival rates by facility.
Consumers can also compare dialysis facilities based on
three key quality measures- how well patients at a facility
have their anemia under control, how well patients at a facility have waste removed from their blood during dialysis, and
whether the patients treated at a facility generally live as long
as expected. Dialysis Facility Compare also links users to resources that support family members and specialized groups
of kidney patients.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7518

•

InHealth Awards Grants to Study Impact of
Medical Devices on Patients

The Institute for Health Technology Studies (InHealth) has
awarded $1.7 million in grants over the next two years to
researchers at Johns Hopkins University, Northwestern University, Medical College of Georgia, Tufts University and the
University of Houston.
The funding allows scientists to examine the economic
and social impact of diagnostic and therapeutic medical devices in treating diseases and chronic medical conditions.
www.dotmed.com

The possibilities are endless.

MagnaServ is America’s largest and fastest growing
independent MRI & CT Sales & Service Company.
We provide the best products and services for all your needs.

Mobile Solutions

• Mobile MRI and CT Sales with Warranty
• Mobile MRI and CT Leases with Full Service
• Mobile System Fabrications and Repairs
• Mobile Power Pads with Gated 24-Hour Security

Fixed-Site Solutions

• MRI and CT System Sales with Warranty
• MRI and CT Relocations, Installs & Deinstalls
• Turnkey Installation Services with Warranty
• Reconditioning and System Upgrades with Warranty
• Magnet Cool Downs, Ramp, Shimming and Repairs
• Magnet & Cryo Maintenance & Remote Monitoring
• Fixed Site Cold Magnet Storage
• Flexible Terms

Engineers Wanted

MagnaServ is always looking for experienced
MR & CT engineers to join the largest and
fastest growing imaging ISO in the country.

Service & More Service

• 24-Hour Online Customer Support Center
• Nationwide Coverage & Support
• Flexible Service Solutions
• Guaranteed Response Time
• OEM Trained Engineers with a Minimum of
15 Years Experience
• Assigned Primary Senior Engineers
• Computer Based Service Reporting to Customers
• Uptime Guarantees

Parts Unlimited

• Largest Multi-Modality Inventory Distributed
From 6 Nationwide Depots
• Factory Certified Replacement Parts with Warranty
• In House Parts Repair Depot with Warranty

New for 2008/ 09

• An additional 26,000 sq. ft. of Parts Warehousing
• 3 New MRI and CT Staging Bays

866-283-4288 | magnaserv.com | 2862 S.E. Monroe St., Stuart, FL 34997
Get the quality and service you deserve.

Researchers will explore the cost-benefit effects of insulin
pumps, hearing aids, in-vitro diagnostics, genomic diagnostics for personalized medicine and devices used to treat sleep
apnea.
Findings from this new round of research, expected in
2009 and 2010, include the following:
Johns Hopkins University was awarded a one-year grant
of $200,000 to study the economic value of hearing aids and
associated technologies.
Medical College of Georgia researchers expect to draw
conclusions about how the ability to control glucose using a
pump rather than injection enhances patient life-style.
Northwestern University researchers will release findings
about the role of medical technology in diagnosing and treating obstructive sleep apnea.
Tufts University will measure the value of diagnostic
technology to address the call for stronger clinical and economic evidence of improved patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness.
University of Houston researches will analyze the willingness of patients from different socio-economic backgrounds to
use genomic devices for tailoring drug-prescription, including
the willingness to pay for novel genomic diagnostics.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7512

Cancer to Pass Heart Disease as Number
One Killer Worldwide

Cancer is projected to surpass heart disease as the number one
medical cause of death in the world by 2010 according to a
report by the World Health Organization.
Despite recent good news in the U.S. that cancer deaths
and incidence are down, global cancer rates could more than
double by 2030, fueled by smoking and tobacco use in emerging high-population nations including China and India. Global cancer deaths this year will hit 7 million according to the
report’s projection. Diagnoses are aided by advancements in
technology and efforts to improve health care access.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7651

•

•

Many Breast Cancers Appear to Resolve
Without Treatment

It’s hard to believe but a new study in the Archives of Internal
Medicine (JAMA) showed that invasive breast cancers in the
group studied resolved on their own.
Per-Henrik Zahl, M.D., Ph.D., of the Norwegian Institute
of Public Health, Oslo, and colleagues examined breast cancer
rates among 119,472 women age 50 to 64 who were all invited
to participate in three rounds of screening mammograms between 1996 and 2001 as part of the Norwegian Breast Cancer
Screening Program to rates among a control group of 109,784
women age 50 to 64 in 1992, who would have been invited
for screening if the program existed at that time. Cancers were
tracked for six years using a national registry. At the end of
that time, all participants were invited to undergo a screening
to assess breast cancer prevalence.
Cancer rates were higher among screened women than
among the control group before the final prevalence screen8
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ing. “Even after prevalence screening in
controls, however, the cumulative incidence of invasive breast cancer remained
22% higher in the screened group,” the
authors write. Of every 100,000 screened
women, 1,909 had breast cancer during
the six-year period, compared with 1,564
of every 100,000 in the control group.
Screened women were more likely to
have breast cancer at every age.
“Although many clinicians may
be skeptical of the idea, the excess incidence associated with repeated mammography demands that spontaneous
regression be considered carefully,”
they continue. “Spontaneous regression of invasive breast cancer has been
reported, with a recent literature review
identifying 32 reported cases. This is
a relatively small number given such
a common disease. However, as some
observers have pointed out, the fact that
documented observations are rare does
not mean that regression rarely occurs.
It may instead reflect the fact that these
cancers are rarely allowed to follow
their natural course.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7526

•

New Cancer Cases and
Death Rates Down in U.S.

A new report from the nation’s leading
cancer organizations shows that, for the
first time since the report was first issued
in 1998, incidence and death rates for all
cancers combined are decreasing for men
and women, driven largely by declines in
some of the most common types of cancer. The report notes that, although the
decreases in overall cancer incidence and
death rates are encouraging, large state
and regional differences in lung cancer
trends among women underscore the
need to strengthen many state tobacco
control programs. The findings come
from the “Annual Report to the Nation on
the Status of Cancer, 1975-2005, Featuring Trends in Lung Cancer, Tobacco Use
and Tobacco Control”, online Nov. 25,
2008, and appearing in the Dec. 2, 2008,
Journal of the National Cancer Institute.
The study was conducted by scientists at the ACS, CDC, NCI, which is part
of the National Institutes of Health, and
the NAACCR.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7533

•
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Healthcare
Chronicles

By Ray Stachowiak

I

’ve owned Shared Imaging, for about 15 years. Prior to Shared Imaging, I was
the Executive VP and CFO for MICA (Medical Imaging Centers of America)
Imaging. In all, my industry experience has spanned more than two decades and
it has been an exciting ride.
I’ve seen a lot of changes and today there is an incredible amount of uneasiness
facing our industry, not the least of which is our economy. Although the culprits for
the current financial storm are apparently the companies and industries who gambled
with questionable lending practices and misdirected assumptions, in the end we will
all need to pay if we expect to head in the right direction again.
As health care professionals, we do have at least two advantages over other
industries dealing with the current fallout. The first is the fact that health care is not
rooted in discretionary spending. The second is the DRA cuts.
For discretionary spending, a family may put off buying a bigger house until
they feel more financially comfortable or an individual may decide not to get the
latest in technology for home entertainment, but the leisure of choice isn’t always
available for health. People don’t choose to get injured or come down with an illness,
but it’s the job of a medical professional to be there for them when they do.
It may come as a surprise to consider the DRA cuts an advantage. They certainly haven’t been friendly to our field, but they have given us a chance to rethink
our planning long before the current crisis occurred. It has hurt many in the industry
and even pushed some out of business, but those remaining have added volumes of
experience to their business savvy.
In the early ‘90s, there were a lot of small, fast growing companies in the industry that were great to work for. These companies were thriving and offered a great
culture. In the late ‘90s, there was significant consolidation. My company had been
part of the early culture and as it grew I worked to keep it grounded and close to our
client base. One of our greatest strengths was the fact that we did not need to go
public to raise capital to fuel our growth. This meant we could stay focused on our
clients instead of the shareholders. I think the biggest distinction that separates a
successful company from an unsuccessful one is the ability to listen to and act upon
customer needs and concerns.
When I read the news about the U.S. auto manufacturers, I had to wonder if they
had ignored customer concerns for too long. Were the supersized SUVs rolling off
the line based on customer needs or was the manufacturer telling consumers what
they needed? With the current crunch, people have taken a closer look at what they
need. When they discovered their needs didn’t match up with what the manufacturers had been telling them, it came back to bite those manufacturers.
While the American health care industry could fall into the same trap, I don’t
believe it will happen. Our system is one of the best in the world in terms of quality
and innovation. One of our weaknesses is access to that quality and it’ll be interesting to see if that gets resolved in the future. With a new leader coming into office and
possible adjustments to the DRA, it’s vital that we monitor policy and reimbursement changes. Our government is running a tremendous deficit and at some point
that will come to a head. Too many lives depend on our industry; we can’t afford not
to listen to our customers. Now, more than ever, we must listen to what they need,
not tell them what we want them to need.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7734
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Raymond C. Stachowiak founded Shared Imaging in 1993. He has served as President and
CEO since its inception. Shared Imaging, LLC is a preferred independent provider of CT,
MRI and PET/CT equipment and services.
www.dotmed.com

what’s new
RTOG Reports That
Chemotherapy Added to
Radiotherapy Improves
Survival

Adult patients with low grade glioma, a
type of malignant brain tumor, had a better chance for survival if they received
chemotherapy in addition to their course
of radiotherapy according to new research from the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group presented at the Society for
Neuro-Oncology 13th Annual Meeting in
Lake Las Vegas, NV. RTOG is a National
Cancer Institute-funded national clinical
trials group and is administered by the
American College of Radiology.
The 251 patients enrolled on RTOG
9802 were entered from academic and
community-based sites in the United
States and Canada from 1998 until 2002.
High-risk low-grade glioma patients
were randomized to receive either six
weeks of radiotherapy alone or six weeks
of radiotherapy followed by six cycles
of chemotherapy consisting of procarbazine, CCNU and vincristine. RTOG
found that for patients who survived at
least one year post treatment, the risk of
death was reduced by 43% and progression-free survival was reduced by 64%.
With a median follow-up of 5.9 years,
the overall five-year survival rate was
72% for the patients who received the
additional chemotherapy as compared to
63% for those who received radiotherapy alone. The five-year progression-free
survival rates were 63% versus 46%.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7497

failed to obtain marketing approval or
clearance for its HLX8 device, which
the company said can treat cancer, migraines, arthritis and ruptured discs.
The FDA said neither company
demonstrated their devices were safe
and effective at curing or treating diseases as claimed.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7675

•

Angled Gantry CT
Reduces Radiation
Exposure to the Breast

Ethan Halpern, M.D., and colleagues
retrospectively reviewed 100 consecutive coronary CT angiography images
that were obtained with a 64 detector
helical scanner. They evaluated sagital images to: 1) define the position of
the breasts and the gantry angulation

required to perform a CT examination
parallel to the long axis of the heart;
and 2) determine the reduction in breast
exposure to radiation that might be accomplished by imaging the heart with
an angled gantry approach.
The standard axial imaging plane
for coronary CT angiography required
a 6.5cm plus or minus 1.8 cm. overlap
with the lower breast. The overlap with
the lower breast using the angled scan
was reduced in half to 3.2 cm plus or
minus 1.6 cm (P<0.001).
“Angled gantry is a feasible technique for coronary CT angiography that
reduces radiation exposure to the breast
by 50%,” Dr. Halpern said. “These results warrant the development of machines that can perform this technique.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7595

•

•

Two Unapproved “Medical
Devices” Recalled By FDA

A Class 1 recall was issued by the FDA
for two potentially dangerous unapproved medical devices manufactured
by VIBE Technologies of Greeley, CO.,
and Nebion LLC of Los Angeles.
The federal agency said VIBE
Technologies marketed the Vibrational
Integrated Bio-photonic Energizer,
claiming it could treat cancer, infections
and depression. Nebion, the FDA said,
DOTmedbusiness news
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Study Questions
Accuracy of
Colonoscopies

Colonoscopy is the “gold standard” for evaluation of the
colon. Now, a new study published in Annals of Internal
Medicine finds colonoscopy
may not be as effective as previously believed.
Researchers from the University of Toronto reviewed
health records of more than
10,000 patients aged 52 to 90
who received a colorectal cancer diagnosis between 1996
and 2001 and died of colorectal
cancer by 2003.
When they compared patients to a control group, they
found that complete colonoscopy
was associated with a 67% reduced risk of death from left-sided colorectal cancer. Conversely,
the data showed that colonoscopy seemed to have almost no mortality prevention benefit for right-sided colorectal cancer.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7690

•

CMS Releases Final Rule With Heavy Impact on Mobile Diagnostic Testing Services

In a final rule likely to have huge impact upon providers of
mobile diagnostic testing services and the physicians who have
long or short term contracts with such providers, the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services has determined that entities
furnishing mobile diagnostic services will be required, as of
January 1, 2009, to enroll in Medicare program as an Independent Diagnostic Testing Facility (IDTF) regardless of where
the services are furnished and bill directly for the diagnostic
services they furnish.
CMS just released the final rule for Mobile Entity Billing requirements last month, after reviewing commentary to
the proposed rule. In the final rule, CMS stated, “We believe
that entities furnishing mobile diagnostic services to Medicare
beneficiaries must be enrolled in the Medicare program, comply with the IDTF performance standards, and directly bill
Medicare for the services they furnish.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7630

Most of the medical community declares that the HIV virus is the cause, yet publishers such as Elsevier, whose journals
include the Lancet have published evidence that implicate TBlike bacteria as a primary agent in AIDS. PubMed, a service of
the U.S. National Library of Medicine and the NIH, published
a peer-reviewed paper co-authored by Lawrence Broxmeyer,
M.D. and Alan Cantwell, Jr., M.D., in August, 2008. Their paper challenges the AIDS single virus theory. It also reports
tuberculosis as not only the leading cause of death in AIDS
patients but also reports it as a sexually transmitted disease.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7557

•

•

Universally-accepted Pathogenesis of HIV
AIDS Challenged

Few have questioned Luc Montagnier’s discovery that the
HIV virus was the sole cause of AIDS, as his research began
to address an epidemic that has killed more than 25 million
people globally since the early 1980s. Recent research, however, has uncovered TB-like bacteria as a co-factor, required
for the disease to become full blown.
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ENTER TO WIN
A BRAND NEW

CT TUBE

FREE!

Offered by Barrington Medical Imaging LLC,
and get a Free subscription to
DOTmed Business News magazine!
 CT X-Ray Tube value: Up to $93,000!
 DOTmed Business News magazine value: Priceless!
Free CT X-ray tube includes shipping, installation, and manufacturer’s warranty.
No purchase necessary. Contest closes February 20th, 2009.

Here’s Where To Enter:

In
association
with
www.bmimed.com
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the thrill is gone

A Need-to-Know for Sales Executives

A

t least it is for B.B. King when he
finishes the song.  But, if you exhibited
at the RSNA, THE THRILL should be
just beginning. Preparing for the RSNA
is the biggest thing most exhibitors do
all year. Months of exhibit planning, new literature,
new products to introduce, and entertainment to
plan are all part of the process.

Industry Sector
Reports:

Special
Procedures – Cath
Labs, Angio Lab
The latest on labs.

Laboratory
Equipment
Sales & Service
The right equipment at the
right price.

Surgical and
Cosmetic Lasers
Sales & Services
A look at this cutting-edge
technology.

Dental Equipment
Sales & Services
Sink your teeth into this Industry
Sector Report.

Wayne
Webster

After standing on your feet for six days, you know
it was worth all the work. Just look at all your
leads. That’s the measure of success, right? Wrong! The number of
registrants is no more than a measure of the effectiveness of your
position in the hall and how clever you were at attracting people with
gimmicks, like free espresso. The real measure of success is how
well you make use of the contacts collected at the RSNA.
If your company is like most, the automated letter and literature
package goes out immediately to the registrants. Usually it’s the
same literature they collected at the show. The number of packages
sent out immediately after the tradeshow is considered by some to
be a measure of success. Sorry, it’s a measure of someone’s ability
to stuff envelopes and lick stamps.
To make the most of the results from any tradeshow you need a well
planned follow-up, personalized for each registrant. Without a plan
you won’t be able to capitalize on your RSNA investment.

FOCUS ON PERFORMANCE

Coming in
February

It’s said that every customer touch, a letter, a call, a visit is worth
$1,000 in sales volume. Meeting at the RSNA is one touch. The
follow-up, two touches. How many touches will you need before you
make the sale?
A fter the show, every sales person should call on all of the
registrants, new and old, in his or her territory. The RSNA is so large
some will not remember what was at your booth. In-person followup soon after the show is a great time to build a relationship with
your current and potential customers.
Planning and implementing a near and longer term follow-up
strategy for each registrant is crucial to measuring the success
of the tradeshow and for measuring the conversion of potential
customers into buyers.
The hard work and real success or failure happens after the
tradeshow. While everyone else is resting and thinking about next
year’s exhibit, make the most of your time after the RSNA – or any
show you exhibit at - and turn those leads into sales.

• Online: dotmed.com/dm7735
Wayne Webster is a consultant in Medical Imaging Business
Development. You can send your comments or questions to
W.Webster@Proactics.net.
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For Attendee & Sponsorship information
please call Nelson Hendry at

Imagine:
Over 100 Directors
of Radiology from
top hospitals, all in
one place, all there
because they optedin, and all are eager
to hear what you
have to say and sell.
The “Reverse Trade
Show Expos” where
Directors of
Radiology “Man &
Host” the
exhibit booths.

Visit:
www.hlthcp.com

727-432-6931

Technology
Comfortable as

Slippers?

W

hen a technology exists long enough to integrate with convention and lifestyles, we
no longer see it as new. Instead, we tend to
take it for granted, like the slippers we don
at the end of a day.
Holter and ECG monitors, once only under the purview of
hospitals, now appear in physician practices. To patients, and
more so to clinicians, these technologies are as accepted as
quartz timepieces. Patients may find reassurance in knowing
these devices have become customary, albeit quasi-mysterious, technological paraphernalia.
As medical devices, Holter monitors and ECG systems
belong as venerable and relied-upon clinical tools used daily
in standard cardiography diagnostic processes. Moreover, we
expect them to function sans problems, on every occasion; so,
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quality in manufacturing is a given.
Though significant in observing and recording cardiopulmonary health, they generally are not at the forefront of
technology. Yet advances continue through direct research and
development or as applied by-products of innovations to other
medical devices.
Innovations are an added benefit, but they aren’t as critical for these monitors due to their practical and reliable nature.
Terry Schulze, Director, Biomedical Systems, a company that
sells pre-owned ECG systems used in domestic clinical trials,
said, “A quality monitor rarely, if ever, breaks, and better technology keeps the machines running even longer.”
Even if they rarely fail, it is still important for a buyer to
do his or her research when looking to purchase a used monitor. Schulze explains how to verify a system when looking to
www.dotmed.com

A Look at

Holter
Monitors and
ECG Systems
By Becky Jacoby

being utilized in a single algorithm, but for now he confesses
knobs and switches wear out quickest on a monitor system.
There is a strong chance those innovations will come
from a top OEM since they typically have intact market presences and the dollars to put toward the clinical trials that lead
to technological innovations.
For proof, one need look no further than the GE MARS®
Ambulatory ECG System. This system makes available to private practices what was previously only available to hospitals.
It sells for less than $9,500, and its data integrates with the
GE MUSE® ECG Management solution, a workflow and data
management tool.
Philips is also busy in the market of Cardiography Systems. They offer the DigiTrak XT Holter System that can record up to seven days on a single AAA battery. The device
sells for approximately $9,000.
Another, Welch Allyn offers solutions from a PC-Based
Resting ECG, which sells online for approximately $3,000,
to the CP 200TM Electrocardiograph with optional spirometry,
which online merchants list at nearly $19,500.
Even if top OEMs have earned widespread brand equity, it
usually comes with a price to correspond. This has given some
smaller firms a chance to move into a lower price point niche.
Infinium Medical, Inc. is a prime example. Infinium makes
Holter monitor systems using proprietary software and quality
component parts. Suleyman Bilgutay, Product Manager, told

purchase used. “A quick self-test or printout of an ECG makes
you aware of the system’s performance. GE is our largest supplier of ECGs and it makes a ‘workhorse’ machine. I’d advise
a customer to do the research, find out the origin of the system,
know from whom he is buying, and purchase a warranty.”
Since monitor reliability is rarely an issue, upgrades most
commonly consist of improvements in the speed of delivery
for information, the device size and weight, ergonomic upgrades to aid in the comfort of the patient and care giver and
accuracy of readings with add-ons like protection from RFID
disruption.
Ron Smith, Director of Technology Services for Lifeline
Biomedical, says he has seen Holter and ECG systems improve
with signal evaluation and more accurate readings. He hopes to
see more parameters in the same unit, that is, multiple readings
DOTmedbusiness news
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Nasiff Associates
Cardio Suite

Since Nasiff Associates monitors are inspected at the point of manufacturing,
they are not tested in the field. Bourdeau
said, “The feedback we receive is that
our monitors are some of the most reliable and durable in the industry.” Nasiff
sells 90% of its products to domestic
customers. The firm manufactures with
a just-in-time process, and can fill and
ship an order within two days.
Both Infinium Medical and Nasiff
Associates manufacture their systems
entirely in the U.S. with domesticallymade components.

A strong market for used
monitors

DOTmed Business News, “I have seen
systems sell for $1,500 to $12,000 based
on brand equity. Some customers may be
more comfortable purchasing and paying
more for a well-known brand.”
He continues, “Just like major
OEMs, Infinium systems use high end
components and our systems have been
tested and proven to a less than three
percent margin of error.”
Nasiff Associates is another smaller
company manufacturing Holter monitors. Anita Bourdeau, head of marketing
for the firm, discusses their manufactur-

ing process. “When it comes to diagnostic
heart products we believe new and high
quality products are critical, and that high
quality consists of more than just the
monitor; it includes manufacturing procedures, parts and experienced technicians.”
Infinium Medical sells domestically but
also exports to 37 countries. Their growth
doubled last year and comes from their
strength in global sales.
Holter monitors made by Nasiff
Associates range from $1,350 to $3,995
depending upon whether buying individual components or an entire system.

Custom Touch Screen & Display Solutions
Differentiation

· Optical Performance is 93% - Industry Best
· Accuracy is 99% in Viewing Area
· Long Life - 300+ Million Touch Activations
· Compatible - Drivers to support all Windows
Operating Systems including CE, Xpe and Linux
· Also works with Medical Gloves

Capacitive Touch Screens
Sizes Available 19”-57”

Tech Global T uch®
2511 Technology Drive, Suite 107
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Dave Wayne is CEO of SE Medical
Systems, an Atlanta-based company
that sells and services a variety of medical equipment. He says that 80% of his
business is selling refurbished monitors,
including ECG and Holter systems, in
the U.S. He adds a laundry list of advancements he’s seen in equipment:
color screens, smaller units, surge and
RFI protection, compatibility with a variety of patient cabling systems, touch
screens, flat screens and LCD panels.
Wayne considers the market strong
for refurbished monitor systems, saying
the “cost of new is too high for most private clinic practices.” His largest concerns are keeping his prices down and
keeping the monitor system uncomplicated for the clinician.
Judy Engle, Owner, Frontier Medical, Colorado, also sells refurbished ECG
monitor systems in the U.S. for about
half the cost of a new system, a range of
$700 to $5,000. Engle’s challenge is lack
of manufacturing support for the equipment she sells, and a weaker market geographically. “For refurbished equipment,
we find that keys, screens and printers
need to be replaced. It is also important
that a scheduled maintenance check be
performed by a dependable biomedical
professional,” she said.
Among the pre-owned dealers there
is even further specialization. Biomedical Systems sells approximately 25 preowned ECGs per month. These systems
are used in domestic clinical trials. Terry
Schulze, Director for Biomedical, says
the market is on an upswing for the refurbished units he sells in the range of
www.dotmed.com

offer a training CD or over-the-phone training,” Schulze says.
When dealing in new and used, price point is less of an issue. Michael Parnell, President/CEO of Florida-based consulting
firm Equipstat Medical Equipment, Inc. reports a banner year in
sales of new and reconditioned monitors. His firm uses biomedical technicians to analyze monitor failures. He sells new and refurbished GE, Philips, Datascope, Datex and Mindray monitor
systems, covering the high- and low-end of the market.

Imports, Exports and Quality Issues

Marquette Mac
PC ECG fully
refurbished by
Biomedical
Systems, Inc.

$995 to $2,495. “My challenge is that the price for a refurbished
model is getting too close to the price of a new one. New prices
are dropping along with everything else in this economy.”
In a case where price points are close, it’s crucial that a customer gets the most value from the company they choose. “We

Abe Sokol, Marketing Director, Absolute Medical Equipment finds that the market is weakening for monitors due
to new, cheaper options from Asian manufacturers. His firm
sells new and refurbished Holter and ECG systems. “Our
customers are looking for solid performance and good value
for the equipment dollars,” he said. “We try to carry a line
of equipment that meets this need. New monitors from Asian
manufacturers are now on the market at low prices, but our
customers still prefer used reconditioned brand-name monitors with a proven record.”
Sokol cites the “performance over time” advantage to
purchasing a refurbished brand-name monitor over a no-name
new one. He said, “A good monitor from a good manufacturer
should hold up for many years without failure. Typically, bad
readings on a monitor are attributable to faulty accessories.
Yearly inspections are certainly needed to assure calibration,

Want to save on quality O/R lights?
Then you need newly refurbished
lights from Beacon Surgical.
Plus, with 25 experienced
technicians nationwide, we
install everything we sell.

O/R Lights
For Less

Our lights are restored to be mechanically
and cosmetically as good as new.
Ŗ All are warranted.
Ŗ We carry all major brands.
We purchase Hanaulux Surgical Lights.
Ŗ Free equipment evaluation on Hanaulux lights
Ŗ Full range of service available
One call gets it all.
Beacon...Brilliant.

Restore your Hanaulux
Lights to like new condition
with a new powder coat

866-931-1535
beaconsurgical.com
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and batteries are another point that
needs attention.”
Cardio Analytics is an independent
cardiac investigation and monitoring
service specializing in service to the
clinical trials industry in the United
Kingdom. Martin Shingler heads equipment maintenance and logistics for the
firm which sells a few refurbished systems but relies on leasing monitor systems for clinical trials.
Shingler says the market in the UK
is weak because “discounts on new are
good and the feel-good factor and warranty of new products are hard to beat.”
Like Smith of Lifeline Biomedical,
Shingler warns against paying for features that will not be used. He sees lots
of new add-ons and few seem of merit
for experienced operators. “The useful
ones are missed by less experienced operators because they always seem too
busy to find out how to use more of the
potential of the equipment,” he said.
Nearly 70,000 of the over 350,000
cases of sudden cardiac death in the
US each year involve individuals who
display no obvious signs of serious

heart disease. Knowledgeable of this
fact, researchers continue to search for
methods to identify ECG patterns that
foreshadow SCD, in hopes that they
can monitor the heart and correct the arrhythmias before they cause death. If

this research is ultimately successful,
instead of being taken for granted like a
pair of slippers, Holter and ECG monitors may find their way into a very special place in our hearts.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7716

•

DOTmed Registered Holter Monitors & ECG Systems Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 7716]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.
Name
Ata Khojasteh
Ryan Davis
Judy Engle
Marc Gorski
Ronald B. Tarr
Suleyman Bilgutay
John Sobczak
Michael Parnell
Dave Wayne
Jerry Byrd
James Vollbracht
Bob Gaw
Garret Purrington
John Gladstein
Terry Schulze
Jason Eden
Jeff Rhinehart
Neil Little
Roger Nasiff
Abe Sokol
Mark Rosoff
Ben Holloway
Ron Smith

Company - Domestic
C-Scan Corporation
Davis Medical Electronics, Inc.
Frontier Medical, Inc.
Vital Signs Medical, LLC
MEDELCO
Infinium Medical, Inc.
Quest Medical Equipment, Inc.
EquipStat Medical Equipment
SE Medical Systems
Tech Global, Inc.
MESA Medical, Inc.
PRN
Medical Equipment Dynamics
Medical Device Depot
Biomedical Systems
Bio Basics Global
Metropolitan Medical Services
Topline Medical
Nasiff Associates, Inc.
Absolute Medical Equipment
Scottcare
Southwest Medical Corporation
Lifeline Biomedical

City
Los Gatos
Vista
Wheat Ridge
Rocky Hill
Boynton Beach
Largo
Sarasota
Tampa
Stockbridge
Algonquin
Wood Dale
Fall River
New Bedford
Ellicott City
Maryland Heights
Park Hills
Asheville
Fargo
Brewerton
Wesley Hills
Cleveland
Broken Arrow
Nashville

State
Certified DM100
CA				
CA				
CO
			
CT				
FL				
FL				
FL				
FL
			
GA				
IL			
IL				
MA
MA				
MD				
MO				
MO
		
NC			
ND
		
NY			
NY
		
OH			
OK
		
TN			

Name
Mauricio Nieto
Reno Itzhaki
Pedro Pestana
Martin Shingler

Company – International
Hospielema Co. Ltd
Eltec Eng
Spacemedical
Cardio Analytics Ltd

City
Manta
Kiriat Ata
Lisboa
Plymouth

Country
Certified DM100
Ecuador			
Israel			
Portugal			
United Kingdom
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Rural and Critical
Access Hospitals
Stable Funding Helps
Providers Serve a
Fragile Population
By Barbara Kram

A

t first glance rural hospitals appear to be among
the most at-risk health care providers in the
country, suggesting little opportunity for medical technology upgrades. Rural and Critical
Access Hospitals (CAHs) are isolated, often
operating out of century-old facilities, and typically serving
a poor and/or elderly patient base. Yet, these very disadvantages result in favorable Medicare reimbursement that not
only keeps them afloat but has enabled many to make capital
investments in new facilities and equipment, when supported
by other funding sources.
A survey of Critical Access Hospitals recently compiled
by Regents Health Resources shows that over 85% of respondents report imaging as a profit center within the hospital;
most are planning to upgrade or augment at least one modality
within the next three years. For example, of the 80% that provide CT services, more than one-third plan on upgrading while
the many in the remaining 20% plan on adding CT services.
What exactly are CAHs? Hospitals that meet certain rigid
federal guidelines can sign up for designation as a Critical Access Hospital and receive cost-based reimbursement for Medicare patients. The facility must have 25 or fewer inpatient beds
and serve rural areas at least 35 miles from another hospital.

Nearly one quarter of the U.S. population lives in rural areas
so CAHs truly serve a vital role.
“It’s the smaller, more rural areas of the U.S. that are served
by these hospitals. The challenge with being smaller is that it’s
harder for them to attract talent and see a large number of patients,
so raising revenue can be difficult. Based on that, the [Medicare]
reimbursement structure is different from hospitals in a Metropolitan Statistical Area,” said Brian Baker, Senior Vice President
of Regents Health Resources, Inc., Brentwood, TN.
“Part of the point of applying for the Critical Access
Hospital designation is that you are paid at 101% of actual
[Medicare] costs,” said Beth O’Connor, Executive Director,
Virginia Rural Health Association, Blacksburg, VA. “It covers things that are billable but it doesn’t cover staff and all the
other things necessary to run a hospital. But at least it helps the
facility stay above board.”
Other benefits of the designation include exemption from
certain restrictions that most providers face. For instance, qualified CAHs are exempt from prospective payment rules, and
referring CAH physicians may own a stake in local radiology
centers. These exemptions are needed because of the at-risk
nature of the population and increased difficulty of providing
health services in these areas. (See sidebar on page 23.)
DOTmedbusiness news
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Heroes in Their Communities

Many rural hospitals were built in the 19th or early 20th century. They represent a group of providers who have no choice
but to leapfrog into the 21st century in terms of facilities improvements. Like many organizations that delay technology
implementation, they may benefit from having waited. In fact,
their remoteness demands implementation of state-of-the-art
telemedicine and digital radiology.
“The number one issue that small, rural or isolated clinics
and hospitals face is access to fast, quality interpretation of the
imaging studies performed at their sites,” said Jeffrey S. Kennelly, Senior Sales Engineer, NovaRad Corporation, American
Fork, UT. The company provides PACS, RIS, and CR solutions.
“PACS allows these sites to not only receive fast interpretations
for their ordering clinicians and patients, but also allows them to
select the highest quality service from many available providers
of remote radiologist interpretation services. They aren’t limited
to just the regional radiologists’ service offerings. These rural
facilities essentially can operate with the same abilities as their
competition in the metropolitan environment with the same
budget or less than they spend in film.”
Another result of the overdue infrastructure investment
that some rural health facilities are now making is the need
for wholesale rebuilding or significant new expansion through
sizable construction projects and major technology upgrades.
It hasn’t been an incremental approach.
“It’s not unusual for rural hospitals to be in older, antiquated buildings that they want to update dramatically,” said
Morris A. Stein, Senior Vice President, HKS, Inc., Phoenix,
AZ, a leading hospital architecture firm. “Whereas our urban
clients are spending money regularly to remodel a wing, add
something on or change technology, a rural hospital may live
with it until they do a large project. It’s like comparing running
a 100-dash every day to running a marathon twice in your life,”
22 DOTmedbusiness news
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Stein said of the total rebuilding of ages-old rural hospitals. He
cautioned, “Reimbursement only goes so far. Most hospitals
are paid for with bonds or philanthropy, both of which are in
short supply these days.”
While the current economic slide may take its toll on
project planning, many rural hospitals are rebuilding and reequipping their facilities with projects previously funded. In
fact, right now is a good time to consider such projects since
materials costs are down. The following is an example of a
rural hospital that has taken advantage of that lower cost by
deciding to upgrade.

Virginia Hospital Typifies Rural Health
Challenges

Carilion Giles Memorial Hospital, Pearisburg, VA, is a private,
non-profit CAH situated in the Appalachian Mountains near
the West Virginia border. Because of the mountainous terrain,
CAH criteria allow it to be 15 miles from the nearest hospital
instead of the standard 35-mile requirement. Still,
Carilion
Giles faces the challenges of many rural hospitals especially
the poor health legacy of the region.
“It was an agrarian economy for years. People went out
in the fields and burned off those calories. Now, they still eat
the same country cooking but are not working in the fields. So
the problem with obesity and type II diabetes is rampant. That
leads to co-morbidities in treating people because you are not
just treating one diagnosis,” explained Hospital Administrator James Tyler. “That is one of the challenges of operating a
small, rural hospital because we don’t have the cadre of specialists on our staff.”
He noted that on any given day the average age of patients in the hospital is 82, further complicating care with
co-morbidities. Up to four-fifths of inpatients are covered by
Medicare; about 2% to 3% by Medicaid and about 3% to 5%
www.dotmed.com

Some Sobering Facts About Rural Health
• Rural communities encompass nearly one quarter
of the U.S. population; however, less than one in
ten physicians practice in those communities.
• Heart disease, strokes, and diabetes more frequently lead to hospitalization because of lack of
timely and effective preventive care and primary
services.
• People living in non-metropolitan areas are more
likely to be uninsured than those living in metropolitan areas—20% versus 17%.
• Obesity in children, adolescents, and adults is
more common in rural areas. This creates a
myriad of health-related consequences including
diabetes and heart disease.
• Adult men and women in rural counties, with some
regional variation, are more likely to smoke than
their urban counterparts.
• Due to a lack of timely and efficient preventive
care, more rural residents risk being diagnosed
with cancer in later stages of the disease than
urban residents.
• Motor vehicle deaths and occupational injury rates
are higher in rural areas.
• Rural areas are less likely to have trauma systems
or trauma centers.
• OB/GYN and mental health services are particular
areas of need.
Source: National Rural Health Association

are privately insured. The rest are self-pay, which often leads
to bad debt for the institution.
Currently housed in a 60 year old facility, Carilion Giles
is now building a brand new hospital, Carilion Giles Community Hospital, with funding from bonds and county help,
along with the support of the Carilion Clinic. The new facility
will be on a site nearby. “This $34 million project is helping to
insulate this small community, not fully, but in part, from this
economic downturn,” Tyler observed.
A quick comparison: Their current facility is 60,000 square
feet; the new one will be 80,000. They currently have three ICU
beds; that will increase to four. They will upgrade the OR and
add a special procedure room. The emergency department will
go from five beds and no trauma room to nine beds plus two
trauma rooms. (As is the burden on many rural hospitals where
patients lack primary care and turn to the ER, tiny Carilion Giles
sees 13,000 emergency room patients yearly.)
“We couldn’t have built this hospital without collaborating with the town and county. The county purchased the new
property, did the grading and utilities. It’s a per-acre swap.

When the new building is finished (targeted for 2010), we will
turn [the old] building over to the county, which plans to consolidate services. They will get all 26 acres here in return for
the 26 acres there and they will get to use this building.”
Equipping the new hospital is another challenge in terms
of return on investment.
“The problem in the rural environment is not how long the
equipment will last; the real issue with technology turnover
is how long the equipment will be there before it is considered obsolete and no longer serviceable,” Tyler noted. “For
example, if you spend $2 million on a CT scanner it is supposed to last 10 years and will. The equipment is good. However, the technology turns over so quickly that the machine
becomes obsolete in four years. And you can’t get parts for it.
So you have not received the ROI, but you have to go out and
buy a replacement. That is one of the biggest challenges with
regard to equipment and capital…. In the rural environment,
it’s not so much trying to keep with the ‘Joneses’—the big
tertiary care facilities and larger hospitals—it’s more just trying to keep your equipment up to date enough so that you can
provide a viable service.”
The new facility will feature a 64-slice GE CT scanner; it
has a dual slice CT now. “Here, the economic downturn has
helped us in those negotiations. We are trying to get in on the
upper end of the curve where we can have that longest period of
time for return on investment. We are adding nuclear medicine
which we don’t have now and will be used primarily in diagnosis of heart disease. We will add digital mammography, a digital
chest X-ray room and a digital fluoroscopy room, making us
fully digital.” (The hospital already has a full-time radiologist
and also uses teleradiology in the emergency department.)
Perhaps just as important as the hospital’s role as guardian of community health, it also plays an indispensable role in
the area’s economic health. Typical of rural hospitals, Carilion
Giles is one of the community’s largest employers, with about
200 full- and part-time workers, contributing $35 to $45 million to the local economy just in terms of spending power.
“In my role as a hospital administrator, I wish I could just
look within the four walls, but I really have to look outside the
four walls and understand the hospital’s role in this community and what it means to this community, not just in providing
health care but in the bigger economic picture. We are a vital
part of that,” says Tyler.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7719
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MRI Shielding

Gives a Welcomed Reception

By Keith Loria

W

hen Ken Poteete was the CEO for Georgetown Healthcare System, the health care
provider upgraded from a .5T to a 1.5T.
Even though the equipment was upgraded,
there were still problems. “When the install was complete, some of the protocols produced poor image quality,” says Poteete. “After two weeks of troubleshooting, it turned out there was a breach in the RF shield.”
There are many questions that need to be answered and decisions to be made when it’s time to design a shield. All MRI’s
need RF shielding but the need for magnetic shielding is a function of magnet location with respect to uncontrolled or public
areas. The decision to include magnetic shielding is one of the
most important, especially when it comes to cost. The use of annealed steel plate or silicon steel, in a very specific geometry, is
required to capture and contain the magnetic field.
“There’s often confusion in shielding among general contractors. I have to explain that there is a difference between RF shielding and magnetic shielding,” says Mike Profeta, President of Magnetic Resonance Technologies Inc. “RF shielding prevents exterior
radio frequencies from getting to the MRI system in order to keep
interference or artifacts out of the images. Magnetic shielding is
required most frequently when the system’s 5 gauss magnetic field
extends into uncontrolled areas and needs to be captured.”
Joseph Thompson, owner of Assured Imaging Services,
says, “Interference of various kinds of waves can lead to distorted images, so every MRI suite should have proper shielding to produce quality images.”
For those using the low powered Tesla magnets, there’s
no need to worry about what’s ahead.
“Many customers are getting 1.5T or an open magnet, and
looking ahead to what needs to be changed when they upgrade
to a 3T, but quite often there really isn’t anything else they
need to do,” says Ben Turner, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, ETS-Lindgren. “Most shields that are suitable for 1.5
are also suitable for 3T. That’s something the end user needs
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to be aware of. They could be hit with an additional cost when
nothing is really being added.”

Material Choices

A number of materials are utilized for MRI shielding as companies make use of aluminum, galvanized steel and conductive
copper to isolate the system from disturbances. Each company
has its own spin on what’s best for a room.
According to Marc Holder, Operations Manager of Global
Partners in Shielding, Inc, you can basically use any conductive material to do RF shielding and each has its own merits.
“Aluminum has a short life so it’s ok for a couple of years
but anything past that, it oxidizes and starts leaking,” Holder
says. “Copper is very good but really the price of copper is
astronomical and you need a substructure to support copper
foil. The galvanized panel system that most of the companies
use is very good because it tends to be free standing and very
durable. It’s a very hard, solid product, so it stands up by itself.
With steel you do get a small amount of magnetic shielding for
free and you can generally see an improvement in image quality when you use steel over copper or aluminum.”
Profeta explains that apart from some nice innovations
with RF doors, there hasn’t been that much advancement in
the RF shields themselves; it’s just the different construction
companies use. Some shielding companies have added other
products to augment shield offerings such as metal detectors at
the doorway, and panoramic lights above the patient couch.
“We offer soldered seamed copper rooms as a first choice
for the customer that is interested in the best. We flash all the
openings with a heavy weight copper, which adds quality and
long term reliability,” he says. “Many companies out there are
using bolted together copper panels or galvanized metal panels that are bolted together. We also offer a galvanized panel
system. When dealing with a reputable company, all these systems will work, but nothing beats the long term reliability and
versatility of soldered copper.”
www.dotmed.com

Profeta says he always avoids aluminum as it is not reliable long-term.
For Med Design Inc., copper is almost always recommended for customers looking at shielding options.
“I have my own twist on what I do
that makes the rooms unique,” says Med
Design President Gregory Vojak. “We
like to do copper rooms. We use a cement
backboard floor system rather than plywood and that makes it much sturdier.”
The OEM that manufactured the
MRI provides performance specifications for the room in terms of allowable measurements for RF or magnetic
readings. However, it’s often left to the
contractors, such as independent service companies that specialize in MRI
shielding to determine the best materials and design approach.
“One of the old ways of doing it is
having a wood start frame system built
and having copper sheets stapled or
nailed to it and joints soldered, which is
the most time consuming way of installing a shield, but it also gives you your
tightest shield and your best attenuation. Many prefer to have that system if
they are using 3T magnets for research”
says Lou Campedelli, MRI Shielding
Project Manager for NELCO. “One of
the major advancements has been using a panelized system with a clamping
system compression type fitting to join
the panels. It’s an economical shield and
one that’s considered modular so you
could disassemble it much easier than a
soldered system and it lends itself well
to magnet change-outs.”
Anything that penetrates the shield
requires additional attention: special
RF filtering for electrical wiring, waveguides for pipes, and specialized honeycomb material or waveguides for
air vents. The MRI suite also requires
shielding a pipe for the helium exhaust
penetration along with specially designed doors and windows.

Magnetic Shielding

If required, magnetic shielding is utilized to protect the area around the MRI
room and that will add time and cost to
the project since it uses steel to contain
the magnetic fields.
“Low carbon steel is the best metal
if you will be placing the material in a

Galvanized steel modular
shielded enclosure for
GE 1.5T MRI system by
Universal Shielding Corp.

very strong magnetic field,” Lindgren’s
Turner says. “For example, look at the
magnetic plots of the MRI you are purchasing, approximately what gauss level
lies at the wall where your magnetic
shield will be placed? In general, I would
say if the field is 30 gauss or higher, you
may want to use low carbon steel. If that
gauss level is less than 30 gauss, you may
want to use a grade of silicon steel.”
Turner explains that there are two
basic reasons for magnetic shielding. It
is needed when the proposed location of
the MRI system allows the magnetic field
of the MRI system to extend beyond the
MRI scan room itself and into surrounding areas that could be adversely affected
by the magnetic field from the system.
A typical example would be an MRI
system that generates a 5 gauss field
that extends into a public area. Magnetic shielding is also needed when the
proposed location of the MRI system
might cause it to be adversely affected
by something around the MRI suite.
For instance, an MRI system placed
in close proximity to roads could make
its operation less than ideal since automobiles are made of ferrous magnetic
metals. These metals can negatively impact the quality of images generated by
an MRI system when they operate too
close to large moving metal objects.
“There are two principle properties that one considers when choosing

what type of metal to use for a magnetic
shield, permeability and saturation,”
Turner says. “Permeability is the ability
of the metal to attract magnetic field to
it. Saturation is the ability of the metal to
absorb magnetic field within its wall.”
Shielding vendors also understand
that MRI equipment has to be shielded
from any local environment interference, such as computers, other medical
equipment and appliances which may
emit radio frequency signals disturbing
MRI measurement. The local environment has to be shielded from RF and
magnetic interference, as strong magnetic fields can mechanically damage
sensitive instruments, discharge batteries, or erase magnetic media.
In this respect, the role of the
shielding vendor has evolved into more
of a problem solver.
“One other thing that comes into
play in higher field magnets is the impact
the magnets have on the environment,”
says Michael Krachon, Director of US
Division and GM of IMEDCO. “The
shielding guys provide some solutions or
methods of preventing this device from
affecting the rest of the building.”

Money Matters

When it comes to the cost of installing
a shield, there are many variables that
need to be considered. What is the size
of the room? What material will you be
DOTmedbusiness news
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using? Do you need magnetic shielding? Is there a union requirement for a union? Is there some state regulatory body
(like ACA in Florida) that needs to be involved?
“All these factors can add significant amounts of money
and time,” Turner says. “You can see an RF shield as low as
$26,000 for shielding extremity magnets where the room is
small. Or you can see a shield approach $500,000 for operative suites, where it’s a couple of rooms connected with tons
of RF filters and things of that nature.”

Current State of the Business

Despite what’s happening with today’s economy, the shielding
industry remains strong. Although many companies reported a
drop in activity during the summer months, most are reporting
overall year-to-year increases for 2008 as thousands of new
shields are expected to be installed.
“There was a lull during the election process, but people
are starting to make decisions again,” says Vojak. “I’m very
busy with more activity than I had last year.”
Krachon says since the OEMs are still pushing new MRI
technology and encouraging end users to upgrade to the latest
and greatest, business is booming.
“Whatever they end up promoting, when they are successful, they need arrangements for a shield so for us, opportunities are out there,” he says. “I don’t sense any downturn.
People are looking carefully, but I would represent that our
business has been quite steady.”

In the event that the magnet
venting system fails, you do not
want the room to pressurize and
keep the door from opening.
Still, there are some negative factors affecting the industry. Clinics seem to have less money, reimbursement issues
still abound and the cost of material is high.
“The London metals exchange is checked constantly for
the commodity pricing on copper, lead and steel,” says Campedelli. “We buy a lot of that material every month and the last
couple of years the price has been sky high.”
The prices have been dropping over the last six months,
but staying competitive with pricing will almost always come
down to material costs.
“Right now our dilemma is that we have seen an increase
in material delivery charges and materials have gone up a great
deal. Everyone thinks they should be paying less for shielding
but our costs have increased,” says Mark Holder, Operations
Manager of Global Partners in Shielding, Inc. “Everyone is
looking to cut corners but when it comes to shielding, it’s not
something you can do. You have to do the walls, the floor and
ceiling to do the job.”
According to Turner, since everyone is dealing with material costs, a company should differentiate themselves from the
competition by offering other value-added services outside of
just the installation service.

New Challenges

One of the biggest challenges through the years occurred when
MRI machines started moving from the corner ground floors to
other levels, which created some shielding problems with structure and cost. But solutions came and for the most part, companies
can design a proper MRI shield for just about any MRI room.
“Shielding over time, has dealt with things that we hadn’t
thought of before but then it came into play and solutions were
developed,” Thompson said. “With shielding, pretty much
wherever you need it now, you can do it.”
Over the last few years, new challenges have popped up
concerning safety issues.
“What we’re seeing now is a requirement to have the door
swing to the outside,” says Profeta. “We have also seen more
strict and stringent requirements on the vent piping for the
magnet. In the event that the magnet venting system fails, you
do not want the room to pressurize and keep the door from
opening. In every new installation when given an option, they
prefer to have the door swing out and it’s something that needs
to be considered with every new design.”
The challenge with the door concerns space, since now
you need to capture the square footage outside the box for the
door swing. If you have to have the door swing in, you can add
a pop-out hatch—a safety hatch—that will open in the event of
a pressurized condition but that too adds cost.
“In some cases now, with the existing rooms, manufacturers have gone back and inspected the venting of the cryogen
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gas finding deficiencies in existing conditions that they have customers remedy,” Profeta says. “We have been contacted by a lot of sites where they have
to replace the vent pipe systems because
they were improperly installed. Where
the door opens inward, they want us to
also add a pressure relief vent in the wall
or ceiling. This is all relatively new and
I agree with this emphasis on safety.”
This safety feature can literally be a
lifesaver in the event of a magnet quench
coupled with faulty or malfunctioning
vent pipe system. A quench causes the
magnet to quickly heat up and leads to
a complete discharge of helium. At best,
it can be a costly problem, causing a loss
of liquid helium and significant time and
money to bring the magnet back to field.
At worst, it can release a cloud of cold
helium gas that can prove deadly to anyone unable to quickly leave the room.

Common Problems

When properly shielded, an RF room
can almost be comparable to an airtight

room, but every time you open and
close the door—almost like a compression with a vacuum—what happens is
that staples and joints start to weaken
and other problems develop.
Once the scanner is up and running
you may see what is called artifact or
noise on the screen across the image. A
good MRI tech will be able to tell you
what frequency those artifacts are at and
can see the degradation of image quality
over time.
“There are three basic types of
problems that cause this,” Turner explains. “The first is simple RF leakage,
which is usually not a difficult thing to
find. It may be inconvenient in that you
may have to tear down drywall to get to
the shield to fix it but all in all, this is the
least problematic.”
This often occurs because outside
contractors come and violate the wall
by adding wires, phone lines or lights
by drilling through the shield. When
this happens, the scans will be as bad as
if someone left the door open.

“We just checked one in Bakersfield where they changed ownership and
they put in an alarm system and the guy
didn’t realize what an RF room really
was,” Vojak says. “They drilled a hole in
it causing leaks so we fixed that. While
we were there we noticed the door was
out of alignment and the finger stocks
weren’t meeting properly so we cleaned
and realigned the door as well.”
Another problem concerns the
magnetic field. Turner explains you may
have equipment up the hall or below the
MRI suite that hasn’t been functioning
properly and it’s because the MRI magnetic field is sticking out further than it
should be.
“Fixing magnetic shielding problems can be very expensive and result
in work done around the MRI room,”
Turner says. “You don’t usually shut
down the magnet and pull it out and
redo the room; you are going to figure
out how to fix the problem outside of
the MRI room on the walls or ceiling.”
A third problem concerns ground isolation issues, which can occur due to moisture on the floor or a leaky room. These
can be difficult to find and if they reside
in your floor, you will have to shut the
magnet down and move it around within
the room while you fix other portions of
the floor or pull it out entirely - both very
costly and time-consuming fixes.
“When they start to see a change in
the quality of the images, the technician
should be able to tell right away if there
is an RF leak or improper grounding,”
Campedelli says. “If they see anything,
they call the equipment manufacturer
and they will do their testing and the
shielding manufacturer will get called
in if it’s not something correctable in
imaging software.”

Maintaining the Room

Currently, there are no requirements or
guidelines by any agency to verify the integrity of the shielding on a regular basis,
but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have
it checked and tested regularly.
“You should do it once a year but
if you test every other year you should
have a good idea of a room,” Vojak says.
“You should clean the door at least once
a month. Nothing other than the finger
stock really wears out.”
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Typically, an RF test is $2,500 plus travel expenses. The
tester usually provides a multi-page report and the calibration
records of the equipment.
A low-tech way for people to test RF shielding is to bring
a radio or cell phone into the room and shut the door. If there’s
no reception, it could indicate proper shielding. But in reality,
while this technique could expose poor shielding, it’s far from
enough to ensure a that there is perfect shielding.
“That’s a quick way for a client to check their RF shielding, but that’s not going to guarantee there’s nothing penetrating,” says Larry Knight, CEO of Sunrise Medical Technology,
Inc. “If you truly want to test the shielding, you’ll need to use
a signal injector and a spectrum analyzer. A spectrum analyzer
paired with a good omni directional antennae will detect any
RF signal that gets through the room. Usually, you can isolate
that signal to within about a foot of the leak and then go about
fixing the problem from there.”
Mike Profeta says his company has initiated a quality
maintenance program for its shielding customers.
“We initiated quality assurance and maintenance agreements with institutions to provide periodic testing and maintenance. The door is typically the thing that will fail first. It’s a
contact that is constantly being moved. But that’s not all that
happens. Other things happen over time, such as wood shrinking causing the seams in the compression type seals to fail, or
contractors accidentally cutting a hole in the shield. Very few
people address these issues until the images are bad,” Profeta

adds. “A good QA program includes regular shield testing and
maintenance. Sometimes an MRI equipment problem can look
like an RF shield problem so another real benefit to keeping
shield performance and verification up to date is that it keeps
the MRI service technicians working on equipment problems
when they know the shield is performing properly.”
Turner is amazed that some customers test the shields
when the magnet is delivered but never test again until they
decide to pull out the old magnet and put in a new one.
“A service or maintenance program needs to be put in
place for these MR systems, maybe generated or driven by
ACR, because the rooms can degrade over time and degrade
in such a way that the hospitals may not recognize it and may
get faulty images,” Turner says. “The MRI people have specs
for a reason. Something has to be done.”

Upgrade Possibilities

Although upgrading your MRI system will probably not require any update of the shielding, it’s still important to test
the shield and fix any problems during the upgrading process.
Since you are already going through the trouble of bringing
in new equipment, it’s usually a good time to evaluate other
components of the shielded room and upgrade if needed.
“Sometimes a facility will decide to do an upgrade and then
contact us to perform a qualification test, an RF test, to see what
the integrity of the shielding is before we start any work,” Campedelli says. “That gives us a baseline to see if the existing shielding
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can meet the new magnet’s RF attenuation specifications.”
Often, a shield will disintegrate over time in some areas.
Those spots can be identified when the shield is opened up so
when the old magnet is coming out before the new magnet
comes in. In many cases, repairs are done at that time.
“Some of the things that are commonly done are the replacement of the door to the scan room, because a client will want one
with a newer design and one that gives better shielding capabilities than the existing door,” Campedelli says. “Other times, they
will work in the area where the manufacturer’s penetration filters
come into the room because that’s one of the weak spots in the
shielding so they will upgrade or add electric filters.”
Most shields have a warrantee of about five years, but some
shields have been found to last 15 to 20 years or even longer.

Recycle Options

Let’s say a clinic decides to get rid of its MRI for whatever
reason and the shielding is no longer needed. Holder says that
the material shouldn’t just be thrown into a dumpster, because
it has value.
“Some of it is sold for scrap,” he says. “Copper in particular has a high resale value.”
Some shielding can also be moved and continue serving
the user in the new location, although you have to determine
if the value of tearing it down, transporting and putting it back
up with the possibility of damage is worth the risk.
“There are portions of the shield that can be reused. As a
clinic or imaging center consolidates or moves, some components can be salvaged. It goes back to warranties and what you
purchased, how recyclable the designs are,” Krachon says.
“The doors and windows, if maintained properly, can be used
in a new setting. Copper panels can be relocated and may be
put in place with new panels that would match the configuration of the new area. The challenge is in protecting them when

moving from one site to the next.”
Turner says that RF shield floors should never be used
again because of wear and tear. “Walls and ceilings for the
most part can be reused unless the customer purchases a wallpaper type of shield where they take material and staple it up
to plywood or walls and ceilings,” he says.

Choosing What’s Best for You

“It is important to use a shielding company with experience who
can provide a resume displaying past projects completed of a
similar size. The shielding company should be familiar with the
requirements of each MRI vendor as it pertains to the shielded
enclosure and also be able to provide an enclosure that can be
later modified to a different MRI system should there be a future
upgrade,” says Mike Newman of Universal Shielding Corp. “It
is very important that the shielding company has its own staffed
personnel perform the installation rather than companies that
subcontract this work to independent installers.”
General Contractors sometimes try to install shielded enclosures themselves or attempt to construct their own shields and
many times they do not meet the MRI vendor’s specification
leaving the customer no recourse if the shield begins to fail.
Turner recommends when buying an MRI, you should perform an EMI study to detemine site suitability. Otherwise, if there
are disruptive vibrations, you may incur unexpected costs.
“I have a customer unsure of what OEM to use but he
wants to move forward with planning. So we can do EMI vibration tests and tell them whose spec they can meet so they
know that in advance,” Turner says. “The shielding vendor
should work with the customer as best he can.”
It is evident there is a lot going on behind the scenes and
the walls of the rooms housing MRIs and it’s vital to get a
clear picture of your needs.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7745
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7T Whole Body MRI Installed at
Kennedy Krieger Institute By Barbara Kram
Special steel, an alloy with high magnetic
permeability, is used for the room that
houses the 7T MRI.

What does it take to shield
a 7T MRI?

D

on’t think of it as an installation
of a magnet into a room. Instead,
think about an entire building being designed and constructed around the
eventual magnet site.
That’s what has been going on at Johns
Hopkins University Department of Radiology since they broke ground in September
2007 for the Kennedy Krieger Institute Clinical Research Building on North Broadway
in Baltimore. The building houses a magnet
to be used in functional brain imaging at the
F.M. Kirby Research Center.
The MRI, a 35-ton Philips Achieva

7T that can scan the whole body, was put
in place in November 2008. It’s scheduled
to be brought up to field this month and
become operational in March 2009.
Before the MRI arrived, a tremendous
construction project was completed. A
steel-shielded room was built in the spring
of 2008 to accommodate the MRI. The
room was designed to contain the 140,000
pounds of magnetic force exerted by the
magnet. The 440-ton, six-sided room has
walls 16 inches wide at its thickest point,
and made of 10,000-pound annealed steel
plates, each two inches thick. Special steel
is used for the job - an alloy with high magnetic permeability.
“The soft steel helps the current of
the magnetic field flow in the steel. What
you are doing is redirecting the current in
the magnetic field; that is how you contain it,” explained Richard Lee, President,

Lee & Associates, Shreveport, LA, the
shielding contractor on the project.
The MRI was rigged and set to fit exactly in the center of the steel room, which
sits on special air springs since the magnet must be isolated from the vibration of
nearby Metro trains and street traffic.
Radiofrequency shielding was also
added to the MRI suite. This is because
the room must not only keep magnetic
forces in, it must also keep out any RF
interference from radio stations, wireless
networks, cell phones, and other transmissions and devices.
The Baltimore magnet will be one
of more than a dozen 7T ultra-high-field
whole body MRI installations in the U.S.
There’s also an 8T magnet at Ohio State
University and a 9.4T magnet at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7720
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For an exclusive briefing on the use of the MRI from the research scientists at Kennedy Krieger’s
F.M. Kirby Research Center, go to http://www.dotmed.com/news/story/6720
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This Month

in Medical History

D

iabetes affects about two
million people worldwide according to the
World Health Organization (WHO). Every year,
six million new cases occur and it’s
predicted that there will be more than
350,000,000 people worldwide suffering from the disease by 2025.
Less than 100 years ago, being afflicted with Type 1 diabetes, which typically affects individuals under the age
of 20, was a death sentence. If it was
discovered quickly enough, Type 1 Diabetics could follow a strict diet to extend their lives – by about one year.

In 1869
German pathologist Paul
Langerhans discovered a structure in the pancreas which would
bear his name. The Islets of Langerhans, a group of cells found in the pancreas, release chemicals that help to regulate the blood sugar level of the body.
Although the Islets release five types of
cells, in 1916, English physiologist Edward Sharpey-Schäfer was the first to
theorize the existence of a pancreas hormone to reduce the blood glucose level.
Sharpey-Schäfer named this hormone
insulin. It was determined that the beta
cells create insulin and their deterioration is what leads to Type I Diabetes.
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Armed with this knowledge, researchers worked to isolate the cells to
provide an outside source of insulin to
the diabetic. It took more than five years
to finally provide the solution. During
the summer of 1921, Canadians Charles
Best, a physiologist, and Dr. Frederick
Banting successfully isolated and extracted insulin from canine test subjects
which produced diabetic symptoms in
those animals and then injected insulin
back into those subjects to balance out
their blood sugar. The discovery was
announced on November 14th of that
year and within two months preparations were being made to test insulin
injections on a human subject.
John James Richard Macleod was
Director of the Physiological Laboratory and Associate Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine at the University of Toronto.
He oversaw the trials and had also made
contributions to diabetic research on his
own. It was he who brought in James
Bertram Collip to assist the assembled research team.
Banting and Best had
encountered difficulties in extracting
a sufficiently

pure form of
insulin so Collip was
put to that task.
On January 11, 1922,
14-year-old Leonard Thompson
was the first person to ever be treated by insulin injection using insulin
extracted from the pancreas of fetal
calves taken from cattle being sent to

the slaughterhouse. The first injections
of insulin to humans were self-administered by Banting and Best to confirm
that there would be no adverse reactions. The first treatment didn’t have
the purity needed and two weeks later
a second treatment using Collip’s extraction was administered and Thompson’s symptoms quickly abated. With
continual treatment he went on to live
to the age of 27, dying from complications due to a motorcycle accident and
Diabetes.
Following this successful trial,
Banting, Best and Collip sold the patent
for insulin to the University of Toronto
for one dollar. The University in turn
allowed pharmaceutical companies to
begin producing insulin royalty free. By
the following year insulin was readily
accessible for many of those suffering
from the disease.
As is the case with many major
discoveries, there was some drama.
Banting and MacLeod alone were
awarded the 1923 Nobel Prize for
Medicine. Banting was outraged as
he felt MacLeod’s contribution was
merely the provision of work space. He
contacted his colleague Best and went
on to share his half of the recognition
and prize money with him. MacLeod in
turn, felt that Collip had been slighted
and shared his half of the award.
Each of the men went on to
have illustrious careers, making significant contributions to
medical science. While a cure for
diabetes has yet to be found, the
work of these individuals and others have saved or extended thousands
of lives over the past eight decades.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7721
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X-Ray Tubes and Image
Intensifiers:

Components that Keep CT and
Radiographic Work Flowing

T

he jury is still out as to the impact of the global
economic downturn and U.S. presidential transition on the health care industry. But it’s easy to
predict that companies that can save on health
care costs are well positioned. Business models
designed to maximize equipment life and help manage life
cycle expenses stand to benefit. This all suggests a favorable
outlook for companies that make or install X-ray tubes. What’s
more, capital expenditures on new medical equipment are being delayed, putting the focus on parts and service for both CT
and radiographic X-ray applications.
“There’s always a ‘replace versus repair’ equation and
when times are tough the needle moves a little further over to
the repair side,” says David Hurlock, International Marketing
Manager, Varian Medical Systems, Interay. “As the upgrades
are delayed, it gives us a longer market opportunity to replace
tubes on the older products.” Varian manufactures X-ray tubes
for the full range of CT and radiographic uses for both OEM

By Barbara Kram
equipment and for replacement parts on installed machines.
“We sell at the wholesale level, not directly to hospitals,”
says Robert H. Kluge, President, X-Ray Products, Varian
Medical Systems. “We sell either to OEMs who take our product and build it into a system, or we sell to service providers
who take our X-ray tube and replace one on an existing piece
of equipment.”
The world market for X-ray tubes is not especially large,
about $750 million on a wholesale basis or topping $1.5 billion
in terms of what providers pay. Since new tubes are bought
and sold worldwide and re-imported, it’s difficult to gauge the
exact market size. Industry experts project that the market will
grow in the mid-single digits in the next few years.
With the availability of quality replacement tubes, there is
no doubt that hospitals can stretch their CT and radiographic
investments. “The trend we are seeing is the health care provider using the tube until it is completely dead…so they are getting the most bang for the buck,” says Jeff Rondeau, President,
DOTmedbusiness news
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5 Star Imaging, Inc.. “Our customers are
doing a lot of preventive maintenance
to make sure they are getting the life
they need out of X-ray and CT equipment. Service companies are busy.”
This trend shifts business to companies
that perform service and cost-effective
upgrades. For example, some CT scanners have upgrade packages with larger
tubes and new software. “The hospitals
may do that for the next year or so to
generate revenue and move forward until this economy picks up and they can
buy a new scanner,” Rondeau says.
While suppressed sales of new
equipment negatively impacts tube sales
to OEMs, the other side of the equation,
glassware for the installed base, remains
a healthy market.
Dunlee is the other major manufacturer that supplies both new tubes for
OEM equipment as well as replacements
for X-ray tubes, CT tubes, and image intensifier equipment and components.
“If new equipment sales are down,
that means sales of new tubes going

Varian MCS 7078
CT X-ray tube

into that equipment are also down. But
clinical utilization of equipment has
not decreased, it’s actually increasing,”
observed Thomas T. Spees, Director
of U.S. Sales for Dunlee, a division
of Philips Healthcare. “It means that
the demand for maintenance - and that

includes replacement tubes on the installed base - is going to increase. And
we’re seeing that already.”
Many independent service providers
get their replacement tubes directly from
Varian or Dunlee at wholesale prices and
their hospital customers benefit.
“We keep talking about reducing
health care costs. Don’t go directly to
the OEM for replacement tubes and
image intensifiers. Go to a third party
because you are going to save loads of
money and get the same quality if not
better,” said Sal Aidone, Vice President, Deccaid Services Inc. Deccaid is
a member of a consortium, the Association of Medical Service Providers,
which negotiates favorable rates for its
members with tube makers, passing the
savings to health care providers.

Reloaded Tubes Another
Option

In addition to new X-ray tubes, some
quality remanufactured glassware is
also available. Hospitals and imaging
centers can save 30% to 60% by opting
for a reloaded tube.
The “slice race” toward more capable CTs of 64 slices or more has resulted in a market flooded with older CT
scanners. These scanners are sometimes
sold for parts. As a result, replacement
tubes and parts are available for older
equipment. They are remanufactured to
OEM specifications, but it’s still a good
idea to get a warranty.
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DOTmed Registered X-Ray Tube and Image Intensifiers Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 7722]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.
Name
Doug Anderson
Jun Fan
David Denholtz
German Filgueira
Paul Aagaard
Bobby Serros
Larry Dewey
Steven Anderson
John Pemberton
Charles H. Manecke
Greg Kramer
Roy Hayward
Glenn R. Hammerquist
Robert Burbury
Ralph Babcock
Robert Manetta
Sal Aidone
David Hurlock
Tim Davis
Maurice Dilick
Mark Mellen
Jeremy Probst

Company - Domestic
DGA Medical, LLC
Calisota Medical Equipment LLC
Integrity Medical Systems, Inc.
PODER, Inc.
5 Star Imaging, Inc.
Amber Diagnostics
Dewey X-Ray
Dunlee
Barrington Medical Imaging, LLC
Viking Parts and Equipment
C&G Technologies, Inc.
Radiology Services, Inc.
Berrien X-Ray
Central X-Ray Corporation
Imaging Affiliates
Nationwide Imaging Services, Inc.
Deccaid Services, Inc.
Varian Medical Systems
STAT Medical X-Ray Tubes, Inc.
J&M Trading, Inc.
Sempco X-Ray, Inc.
Technical Prospects LLC

City
Phoenix
San Diego
Fort Myers
Miami Beach
Odessa
Orlando
Sebring
Aurora
Cary
Lake in the Hills
Jeffersonville
Topsfield
Berrien Springs
Springfield
Rural Hall
Brick
Deer Park
North Charleston
Summerville
Goodlettsville
San Antonio
Greenville

State
Certified DM100
AZ		
CA		
FL
FL
FL		
FL		
FL		
IL		
IL		
IL		
IN
MA		
MI		
MO
NC		
NJ
NY
		
SC			
SC			
TN			
TX			
WI

Name
Norbert Schulz
Fred Fischer
Girish Chandarana
Hossein Shirazi
Bilal Durrani
Borhan Kalash
Qasem Shahin

Company – International
Schulz Consulting
FMS X-Ray Services
Hem-Tech Services
Baresh Partov
Durrani Medix
Memco
Hunain Medical

City
Vienna
Surrey
Vadodara
Tehran
Lahore
Damascus
Sharjah

Country
Certified DM100
Austria			
Canada			
India			
Iran			
Pakistan			
Syria			
United Arab Emirates			

“We see a lot of competition for used
tubes. Hospitals are trying to save money.
So they often look at used tubes in lieu of
new tubes,” said Ralph Babcock, General Manager, Imaging Affiliates. “Some
people consider a ‘remanufactured’
tube one in which just the oil has been

changed. To qualify as a remanufactured
tube under our definitions, components
of the insert must be replaced. You need
the right skills and technology. The tube
must be properly labeled as remanufactured and come with a warranty.”
Reloaded tubes can be as good as

Anything less than perfect
is not good enough.

800-722-3646

KPVGITKV[OGFEQO

Over 19 years of uncompromising quality.
Every new & refurbished machine we sell is 100% guaranteed.
/4+Ŗ%6Ŗ7NVTCUQWPFŖ%#TOUŖ/COOQITCRJ[
52'%6Ŗ$QPG&GPUKVQOGVGTUŖ%4&KIKVCN:4C[5QNWVKQPU
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new, according to Greg Kramer, C&G
Technologies, Inc. “It depends on what
the re-loader does when installing a new
insert. If it has a new oil pump, new bellows, and new High Voltage tube wells
(candlesticks), then it is very close to new
and probably will last as long,” he noted.

Image Intensifiers—
Still Alive and Kicking

Flat panel DR image detectors are replacing clunky image intensifiers especially in demanding cardiac applications.
This DR market is expected to grow at
double-digit percentages over the next
several years. At the same time, a market persists for analog image intensifier
sales and service. In fact, some radiologists still swear by them simply for their
image intensity. The image intensifier
components of older systems can still be
successfully serviced by knowledgeable
independent service organizations.
“The buzzword of DR panels is
certainly out there, mainly on the radiographic side. But when you start going
for a dynamic DR panel, the cost is way
www.dotmed.com

up there,” Rondeau said. To simulate a 12-inch image intensifier with a dynamic DR plate can cost $125,000. “With money
being so tight, a doctor who has been using the image intensifier for 20 years will wonder if he can justify the expenditure .
. . I think the intensifier will be around another five years.”

flat detector that promises to allow OEMs to build and distribute a DR system that is cost competitive with CR or CCD.
Varian also offers flat panel imagers. “Image intensifiers
for dynamic imaging and film for radiographic imaging are old
technologies,” Kluge said. “Imaging panels will revolutionize
the way X-rays are taken over the next five to ten years.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7722

•
A CT Tube being refurbished
prior to heat soak and system
testing at C&G Technologies

The cost effectiveness may ultimately come down to the
size of your overall investment. “Image intensifiers are still a
viable option especially in products that are more price sensitive on the capital equipment side,” said Dunlee’s Spees. “Flat
detector panels have replaced most of the image intensifiers
sold into cardiac cath labs. Part of the reason is those products are expensive anyway and can absorb an initial expense
of a flat detector without having as much impact on the total
sale price of the equipment.” He explained that for other disciplines, such as RF or surgical C-Arms, which cost less, the
price points of the flat detectors need to be more in line with
the cost of image intensifiers to penetrate the market.
While analog image intensifiers are still doing yeoman’s
service at many facilities, the future is undeniably in digital
image detection driven in part by the need for integration with
PACS systems. It is interesting to note that intensifiers can be
fitted with digital camera packages to integrate with PACS.
“Instead of spending two to three million dollars on a new
cardiac angio lab, some providers are spending $100,000 on a
new image intensifier with a CCD camera and digital package
to get them through a couple of years until they can buy a new
room,” Rondeau said.
Nevertheless, DR is the future. For instance, Dunlee,
which sells image intensifiers, has also just introduced a new
DOTmedbusiness news
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SNA 2008 wrapped up
the first week of December. With a so many
people nervous about the
economy and the DRA
still echoing throughout the industry, it
doesn’t come as much of a surprise that
there was a slight drop in attendance
compared to 2007. The show had expanded into three halls for 2008. This
meant less people spread over a larger
area furthering a perception of lower attendance.
In all, the show’s attendance
dropped 5% compared to the previous
year. Exhibitors were the biggest decrease with a 12% drop. This drop translated to a 4% decrease in exhibit space.
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In all, the decrease shouldn’t raise major alarms. After all, a 5% decrease is
still 50% better than the performance
of Wall Street over the last few months.
While the industry might not manage
to completely avoid the storm, it’s still
managing to avoid being drenched in
the ongoing fallout.
The decrease in attendance wasn’t
the only big story at the show, but was
certainly the biggest bad news. RSNA
had plenty of bright spots too. Among
the big OEMs the story was innovation
and improvements. GE, Philips and Siemens all touted updates and upgrades
to equipment. Each company made
mention of improvements to imaging
resolution, as well as efforts to increase

patient comfort and reduce radiation
dose during procedures. There were
also extensive efforts on display that
will offer clients more digital solutions
for their equipment.
If anything, companies dealing
in digital were the big success stories
of the show. Most report an uptick in
recent business with more hospitals
looking to update their accounting,
record-keeping and procedure transmitting and storage capabilities.
Most exhibitors remain cautiously
optimistic for their prospects in 2009.
Some are outright excited though, feeling there is a banner year ahead. The
truth will be known when RSNA rolls
into Chicago in November.

www.dotmed.com

shows & conferences
The Indian Medical Device & Plastic

The 25th Annual Conference and Exhibi-

Disposables Industry will hold the 2009

tion – MRI TEPR + 2009 will be held in

Conference in the Ahmedabad Management

Palm Springs, CA, February 1-5 at the

Association (AMA) Complex in Ahmedabad,

Palm Springs Convention Center.

India on February 27th and 28th.

This year’s conference will focus on medical plastics and other
disposables, implantables, electro-medical equipment, medical electronics, imaging, diagnostics and laboratory products,
rehabilitation equipment and on-woven products including
medical textiles.
The two-day conference will be divided into themed sessions. The first day will feature leading professionals from
industry and research institutes sharing their experiences and
knowledge on critical issues.
Shri Jaynarayan Vyas, Honorary Minister of Health and
Family Welfare, Government of Gujarat will present the Inauguration.
The conference draws attendance from anyone directly involved or associated with the medical device industry, particularly the medical plastics disposable industry. It is extremely
useful for businesses involved with design and manufacturing,
raw materials supply, machine and equipment supply, processing, injection molding, extrusions and manufacturing and marketing of finished medical devices.
The event provides an excellent overview of the current
state and future potential of polymer used in the medical industry as well as other related issues like assembling, packaging, sterilization, research and marketing developments.
The Management Association in India (AMA) is located
next to the Indian Institute of Management (IIMA). It is surrounded by the Indian Institute of Management, the ATIRA
building, the school of Architecture and the Physical Research
Laboratory.
All attending the conference will be struck by the vibrancy of Ahmedabad – a city of around 5.5 million people. It has a
proud history of industry and commerce and was once known
as the “Manchester of the East,” with much of the city’s twentieth century reputation built on its commercial and enterprising spirit.
For more information about the conference visit imdiconferences.com.

The event is presented by
the Medical Records Institute (MRI) – celebrating its
25th Anniversary this year.
TEPR+ will encourage attendees to explore new ideas for
restructuring health care and for selecting and implementing
new technologies for Smarter Healthcare.
Innovative ideas will show how to improve work environments, how to compete in difficult times and how to restructure in order to increase profit, improve quality of care and
attract more patients.
Learn how the advancement of cell phone technologies is
creating waves in health care – used by patients and clinicians
to exchange relevant health information and keep electronic
health records up to date. TEPR+ will focus on the prime initiative, the Patient-centered Medical Home (PCMH).
Topics to be discussed will include:
• Preparing health IT leaders and stakeholders for the Patientcentered Medical Home
• Guiding healthcare professionals into the era of Participatory
Healthcare
• Linking hospitals and their information systems to physician
offices
Attendees are invited to visit the TEPR+ exhibit hall to
learn about innovative companies demonstrating new products and innovative solutions. The Google booth will share
information about new programs the company is planning for
the health care industry. The Microsoft booth will display new
tools they are bringing to the health care industry as a leading
IT company. The AllOne Mobile booth will show how patients
can send their insurance and personal health information to a
provider before they arrive for their appointment, and innerwireless will show how they can help unify all wireless services onto a converged wireless solution that guarantees coverage
within an organization. Through the sponsorship of the Center
for Cell Phone Applications in Healthcare, these and other cell
phone applications will be analyzed in educational sessions
and demonstrated in the exhibit hall.
Special events around the conference will offer opportunities to network, relax and add excitement and entertainment
during TEPR+.
Registration options are available and can be found at
www.TEPR.com
DOTmedbusiness news
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Helium
Prices

Rise

on the

By Becky Jacoby
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ast year DOTmed Business
News reported that helium
was in short supply and because of the intense demand,
the price of this expensive
substance skyrocketed. However, as time
passed and economies and governments
turned, the trend has reversed.
So, what is the good news? The helium shortage has passed.
Unfortunately, there is still bad
news. The price continues to balloon
and the U.S. does not have the power to
direct the market.
Is the trend reversal due to an increase in production? Not necessarily.
Actually, the school of thought is that
the government’s formerly stockpiled
helium for use in wartime blimps was
finally released, causing a sudden flood
of product in the marketplace.
Regardless, the price is still high
even though there is a ready supply.
“The inflated price we’re seeing now
actually has to do with the shortage
from the past. The price should have
been much higher last year,” says Dave
Baldwin, owner of Genesis Magnet Services. “Instead they were only increased
a part of the way, but that smaller increase will remain for a longer time.”
Besides, is supply really the right
question? Cryogen suppliers are focusing on developing new fields around the
world. Plus, not all natural gas pipelines—and helium is a by-product of
natural gas—can be tapped. Further, the
helium separated from the natural gas
must go through extensive scrubbing
before it can be liquefied, with costs to
refine helium growing exponentially.
Tom Freund, Director of MRI Services Oxford Instruments, believes that
the U.S. can supply enough natural gas for
the next 50 years. However, he also feels
the difficulty lies in the cost of recovery
and bringing the supply to market.
The Federal Bureau of Land Management is responsible for operating and
managing the helium reserve. The government’s reserve is based on a pipeline
that runs on the northwest side of Amarillo, TX, across Oklahoma and into Kansas. Pipelines also exist in New Mexico,
but as one might expect, most of the new
supplies come from the Middle East, particularly the area of Dubai. Therefore, the

control lies outside U.S. gate-keeping.
“A lot of the increased need for helium was fueled by the semiconductor
market, but with the economy down,
there are less plasma screen televisions
selling,” says Baldwin.
Notwithstanding the amount of helium needed for party balloons, manufacturing semiconductor computer
chips, or pressurizing liquid propellants
used by the space shuttle, liquid helium
is essential to keep MRI magnets at subfreezing temperatures.
This coldest-on-earth substance requires expert handling which translates
to more costs. The special transport and
delivery process sounds uncomplicated
but isn’t. Liquid helium is transported by
truck in 250 or 500 liter dewars, “containers,” which are analogous to Thermos® bottles and which minimize the
loss of liquid during the transport.
In simplified terms, from the dewar, a helium siphon is used to transfer
the liquid to the MRI magnet. It is criti-

wire has such low resistance, the power
source can be removed once the magnet is energized with almost no loss of
magnetic field. The helium in many MRI
magnets boils away under normal conditions. Therefore, special magnet designs
and refrigeration systems are used to
minimize this loss, and even in some cases eliminate it. For those whose systems
do boil-off helium, routine top offs of the
liquid are required. This is also a service
that Oxford Instruments performs.”
Filling of liquid helium for MRIs is
also a service Praxair provides. Maureen
Fama, Manager, Employee and Marketing
Communications for Praxair said, “Our
ability to respond to emergencies, and our
high-efficiency transfill equipment set us
apart. We also provide a magnet monitoring system to monitor cryogen levels. We
also schedule the transfill. If levels go too
low, the magnet quenches, causing a very
expensive repair.”
A quench occurs when the superconducting wire losses its ability to super

The price continues to balloon and the U.S.
does not have the power to direct the market.

cal to have a properly working siphon to
promote an efficient transfer.
Oxford Instruments was one of the
first producers of MRI magnets and sold
to major manufacturers. Freund, who has
been with the company over 20 years,
talks about the MRI service process.
“Many MRI units use a special material to create the electromagnetic field
needed for imaging. Superconducting
wire [a product of Oxford Instruments in
Carteret, NJ] is a wire that has amazingly
low electrical resistance when kept at
temperatures below 4.2 degrees Kelvin,
the temperature of liquid helium.
Magnets large enough to surround
the part of a person’s body that needs to
be imaged are wound with this wire.”
Freund continues, “Because the
properties of the wire are so special, very
high magnetic fields can be created by
energizing the wire with high currents
(300-700 amps in most cases). Since the

conduct. Freund explains, “This can only
happen when the temperature around a
part of the wire is raised above the temperature required. The wire goes to a
‘normal’ state which creates heat in the
system causing a rapid boil-off of liquid
helium and a loss of the magnetic field.”
Because magnets can lose most of
their reservoir of helium during a quench,
the expense to repair this problem is
costly. The downtime to repair a quench
depends on how quickly a service expert
can respond, but any downtime for an
MRI unit means lost revenue.
Helium boil-off occurs continually inside an MRI magnet reservoir.
Newer machines require less top offs,
but liquid helium fills are a regular part
of MRI service. Liquid nitrogen, which
is less expensive than liquid helium, is
used to cool a magnet during a quench.
Oxford Instruments makes the required checks of the system prior to reDOTmedbusiness news
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filling and re-energizing. Improper filling, failure of the fill line, ramping power
supply problems and ice removal are all
reasons magnets can quench. It is important that anyone performing any of these
operations be fully trained to do so.
Highly trained technicians use
specialized equipment: non-magnetic
tools, helium siphons, gas flow regulators, helium leak detection equipment,
turbo-molecular vacuum pumps, rotary
van pumps, mass spectrometer leak detectors and oxygen monitors to perform
repair services. It is preferable for service to be rendered by a technician who
has been extensively trained from an
OEM or a helium supplier.
Freund warns to check quench pipes
regularly for water accumulation from
rain or other sources. He tells of one of

has a vacuum needs to be pumped down
prior to starting the cooling process. The
magnet coil needs to be ‘pre-cooled’ with
liquid nitrogen for some time and then
have the nitrogen removed in its entirety
prior to filling with helium.”
Len Spooner’s organization MagnaServ, though founded less than a
decade ago, has become a leader in servicing MRIs. The company’s core competencies focus on GE Medical MRI
and CT systems.
Like Oxford Instruments which
provides electronics and magnets with
liquid helium supplies and Praxair
which specializes in helium but also offers service, MagnaServ provides comprehensive services offering a range of
electronics, magnets and liquid helium
supply to its customers.

If air or water is allowed into the system,
ice formations can cause a blockage in the
venting restricting the flow of gas, this can
be dangerous if not addressed properly.
the most challenging situations he has
encountered which involved deicing.
“Most recently, our team needed to deice
a magnet system in which water entered
the magnet via the quench pipe. This type
of ice (caused by water) is incredibly
difficult to remove because of the low
temperature inside the magnet. Magnets
that have too much ice often need to be
warmed up to remove the ice. Our team
calls this a ‘Thermal Cycle.’ It is very
time consuming and very expensive. We
were able to clear enough ice on the system after days of hard work in a mobile
environment. In the end, we were able to
get the customer back on track.”
“From a downtime and cost perspective, a cool-down process for an MRI
can take 7-10 days and exceed $30,000.
The process requires precise actions,”
described by Freund. “First, the system
needs to have the vacuum established
and leak checked. Even a system that
42 DOTmedbusiness news
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Over the last decade, improvements
to the designs and specs of MRIs ensure they require less helium and have
reduced boil-off; however the problem
has not disappeared. Mark Glajchen,
head of Liquid Helium & Associated
Services, Linde Inc. reports that during
the evolution of the machines manufacturers have utilized a nitrogen shield
and a vacuum, and in the most modern
machines, a vacuum and a refrigeration system known as a cold
head. Unfortunately, it can’t be
completely insulated. There is
some transfer of energy which
can cause a heating leak into that
liquid helium, which results in
some boil off, which eventually
requires some replenishment of
the product.
Scott
Murray,
VP/GM
Magna Group, Philips MR has
been in cryogenics for more than

30 years, he offers some insight into
the improvements that have helped to
lower helium consumption. “In the ‘90s
helium use was .1 to .2 liters per hour.
Since replenishment of helium was not
efficient, about 75% of the helium transferred,” says Murray. “The industry then
converted to more efficient 1.5T MRs
which would lose .03 to .05 liters per
hour, or less than half of what occurred
before. Boil off went from 1600 to 500
liters per year.”
Still, that’s a far cry from later improvements. “The industry adopted a
4-Kelvin registration which allowed a
system to re-condense the boiling helium
and put it back into the magnet. So, technically, the boil-off became 0%,” says
Murray. “That does not mean the need for
helium servicing is eliminated as there is
still some loss due to downtime for servicing the cryo-cooler. This is device dependant and could be one time per year
or one time per three or four years.”
“One of our biggest problems when
some customers hear ‘zero boil-off’ is
they don’t align themselves with a service company,” says Dave Baldwin. “If
they have a situation where they lose
power, or some other emergency, they
are scrambling to make arrangements
for a liquid helium fill. It’s great when
the zero boil-off works, but people need
to still monitor for leakage and have
plans set and know the right actions to
take in case any problems occur.”
Does helium boil-off or leakage
cause any safety concerns? Helium
poses very little risk to the environment
or to humans as it is an inert gas, however there are safety concerns. In liquid
form, the liquid is extremely cold. Contact with skin or eyes will cause immediate frostbite.
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DOTmed Registered Liquid Helium Sales & Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 7746]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.
Name
Maureen Fama
Miguel Machuca
Manuel Marmolejo
Len Spooner
Hanson Carter
David Baldwin
Thomas Freund
Mark Glajchen
Robert Hoffman III
Tommy Geske

Company - Domestic
Praxair, Inc.

City
Danbury
Diagnostic Medical Equipment Solutions Corp. Miami
Engineering & Network Systems, Inc.
Pembroke Pines
MagnaServ, Inc.
Stuart
Cerulean Blue Liquidations LLC
Augusta
Genesis Magnet Services
Huntley
Oxford Instruments
Carteret
The Linde Group
New Providence
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Allentown
Sunrise Medical Technology, Inc.
Waxahachie

Also, the expansion rate of liquid
helium to gaseous helium is greater than
700:1.   This means that in a confined
space, helium gas can displace oxygen
posing an asphyxiation risk. All MRI
suites and mobile trailers have a special venting to exhaust any helium gas
boiled-off out of the suite and into the
atmosphere. During filling operations

field technicians should use portable
oxygen monitors to ensure their breathing air quality is not compromised.
Finally, the high expansion rate of
liquid helium requires the magnet system
to vent helium properly. If air or water is
allowed into the system, ice formations
can cause a blockage in the venting restricting the flow of gas, this can be dan-

State
Certified DM100
CT			
FL			
FL			
FL			
GA
		
IL		
NJ
NJ			
PA			
TX
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gerous if not addressed properly. Too,
an over-pressurization risk can occur if
magnets are not properly configured for
transport or decommissioning.
Without these professionals keeping their cool when doing this demanding and dangerous job, MRI magnets
wouldn’t keep their cool either.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7746
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From Public
to Practice
By Joan Trombetti
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n health care, some of the most important equipment
and tools weren’t initially created for their current purpose. Accordingly, inventions have found a second life
in the medical field and have in-turn offered a second
life to those being helped by them. The range of products is phenomenal – as simple as Kellogg’s Corn Flakes or
balloons and as complicated as the microchip.

Hospital to consumer – a reversal of fortune

In the early 1900s, Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, superintendent
of a famous hospital and health spa in Battle Creek,
Michigan and his younger brother Will Keith
(W.K.) invented Kellogg’s Corn Flakes.
The brother believed that healthful eating was the way to achieve
and maintain a healthy lifestyle,
so they were determined to make
foods from grains. Dr. Kellogg
put his hospital and spa patients
on a diet that eliminated caffeine,
meat, alcohol and tobacco.
To create their own foods,
the brothers mashed and processed
grains, rolling the cooked product
through presses creating long sheets
of dough that were then baked and served
as breads or biscuits. One batch of cooked wheat
became stale after accidently being left out overnight. When
W.K. saw the flaked wheat the next morning he had an inspiration. The brothers parted ways in business because John didn’t
believe there was financial potential in marketing the cereal.
W.K. founded the Kellogg Company in 1906 and the wheat
flakes are still served as breakfast food in homes and hospitals
across the country.

Tape and gauze cure-all

Josephine Dickson was accident
prone, so when she married Earl
Dickson, a Johnson & Johnson
employee (at the time, J&J manufactured gauze and adhesive tape), he decided that it was time to do something for his
poor wife who was always cutting herself.
Dickson had the idea to cut tape into strips and insert
a piece of gauze in the middle of each strip. From then on,
whenever Josephine cut herself, ready-made bandages were
on hand for her to use quickly and without a fuss. Little did
Mr. Dickson realize that shortly thereafter, J & J would begin mass-producing these bandages, trade name them BANDAID, and market them all over the world.

Happier and healthier because of balloons

The balloon revolution began in 1924 when Professor Michael
Faraday manufactured the first rubber balloon. He made it by
cutting round sheets of rubber, which he laid together, pressing
the edges so that the rubber automatically welded when heat-

ed. His first experiments were used along with hydrogen at the
Royal Institution in London. That same year, pioneer rubber
manufacturer Thomas Hancock took full advantage of Faraday’s discovery and introduced consumers to toy balloons.
Dr. Adreas Gruentizig, a young German physician working at University Hospital in Zurich, Switzerland toyed with
the idea of adding a balloon to the Dotter catheter (a transluminal angioplasty technique). In 1975, Gruentzig developed a
double-lumen catheter fitted with a polyvinylchloride balloon
that set in motion a revolution in medicine by offering a new
way to address blockages in the heart. The doctor performed
the first coronary angioplasty on a human in 1977 and altered
the field of interventional cardiology and treatment of
coronary artery disease forever.

A dog breeds the need for Velcro®

After taking his dog for a walk, George de Mestral, a Swiss amateur-mountaineer and inventor
found that he and his dog were covered with
burrs. Curious, de Mestral decided to place the
burr plant seed sacs under a microscope to see
why they stuck so tightly
to animal fur and clothing. He quickly discovered
that small hook-like projections
enabled the burrs
to cling. From that
discovery, de Mestral
designed a unique,
two-sided
fastener
– one side with soft
loops like fabric – the
other with stiff hooks. He called his invention Velcro – a combination of the word velour and crochet. Soon, a
weaver in France picked up on the idea and working with de
Mestral, the multi-million dollar Velcro Industry was formed.
Perhaps the most notable use of Velcro in the healthcare
environment came when it was used to hold together a human heart during the first artificial heart surgery. It is still used
to attach chambers in artificial hearts. Among hundreds of
healthcare applications, Velcro is used to cinch blood pressure
cuffs, belt patients in wheelchairs, attach disposable covers on
examination tables and close patient gowns.

Typewriter makes communicating a bit easier

The first typewriter went to market in 1874 and it was thanks
to printer and inventor Christopher Latham Sholes. Sholes had
initially created a numbering machine but on suggestion of
a friend took his invention a step further and created a letter
writing machine – a typewriter. In 1868 he had applied for the
patent, but with funding problems, he sold the rights to James
Densmore, who began marketing the machine. Densmore
handed the device over to Remington & Sons for production.
The first typewriter had a habit of keys sticking, so Sholes rearranged the keyboard to put distance between the most used
letters. That same keyboard configuration is still used today.
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Early marketing of typewriters was designed around the
fact that most people using it would be women transcribing
dictation. A U.S. census report from 1919 indicated that 81%
of all typists were females working in offices (many in doctor’s offices and hospitals).

What started the digital age?

Perhaps one of the most important inventions in the past 100
years is the microchip. This tiny integrated circuit is the heart
and soul of every digital device in existence. It powers all kinds
of consumer and medical devices including computers, cell
phones, iPods and almost any other electronic device imaginable. In the medical field, researchers
have developed a microchip-based device that can
isolate, enumerate and analyze circulating
tumor cells from a blood
sample.

The computing power of the microchip continues to grow
because scientists continue to find ways to make it smaller and
store more data. This means medical professionals can store data,
watch or record instructional videos, and verbally record notes
and reminders on devices and with innovative new chips they can
unite devices when they are in proximity to one another.

An Apple a day

Many believe that Apple devices take the lead in both consumer and hospital applications. Some of Apple’s notable products
include the iMac, iPod, iPhone and iPod Touch. Apple manufacturers everything from personal computers used at home
to computers used in hospitals for recording and interpreting
complicated medical procedures and findings. The Apple iPod
and iPhone are used for hundreds of applications from educational to entertainment purposes in homes and healthcare
facilities all over the world.

Garden of Eden

Due to the introduction of the microchip in the early
1970s, there have been more breakthroughs going from consumer to health care and health care to consumer than in any
other period in time because of the microchip.
Perhaps one of its greatest early accomplishments has
been ushering “the consumer” into the unbelievable era of
personal computing.
In the late 1950s, electrical engineers Jack Kilby (Texas Instruments) and Robert Noyce (Fairchild Semiconductor) were
aware of the potential of digital electronics, but they faced a
problem known as “Tyranny Numbers,” or the exponential increase of a number of components required to design improved
circuits – against the physical limitations derived from the number of components that could be assembled together.
They found a solution in the ‘monolithic’ (formed from
one single crystal) integrated circuit by fabricating entire networks of discrete components in a single sequence, laying
them into a single crystal (chip) of semiconductor material.
Kilby used germanium while Noyce used silicon.
In 1959, Texas Instruments and Fairchild Semiconductor
filed for a patent, engaging in a legal battle that lasted through
the 1960s, until their technologies were cross-licensed.
Kilby holds patients on sixty inventions, including the
invention of the electronic hand-held calculator in 1967. In
1970, he was awarded the National Medal of Science, and was
inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in 1982.
The Patent for silicon based IC was granted to Robert Noyce,
who founded INTEL in 1968. INTEL is responsible for inventing the microprocessor.
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It all began when Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak invented
the first personal computer and launched Apple Computer
Company in the mid 1970s. Their first computer was simple, came without a memory board, power supply
or keyboard. The first Apple I computers sold for
under $700 and the young company was listed in
the Fortune 500.
In 1977, the Apple II found its way into medical offices and hospitals throughout the country.
At the same time, hospital information systems started using online data communications technology to provide instant
access to computerized databases.

IBM

In 1980, IBM entered the picture realizing the need to build a
smaller, stand-alone computer. Bill Gates convinced IBM to
use a larger chip (16 bit), more RAM and to license Microsoft Operating Systems (DOS). Gates contracted with IBM to
write software for the machine.
During this time and well into the 1990s, systems for
healthcare were being developed and included patient care
data sets, a computerized system for effective healthcare clinical systems, capturing data at the point of care and managed
care and patient-centered computing environments.
In 1997, the Nightingale Tracker went into Beta Testing.
The Nightingale Tracker is a portable communication system
utilizing a PDA that allowed nurses and students in the field to
communicate with instructors who are office-based.

The introduction of the i

The twenty-first century saw iPods, and iPhones make their
way into the healthcare arena, as hospitals and clinics were
encouraged to go high tech.
Sanjay Dalal, President and Managing Director at Innovation Index Group, Inc. is an innovation expert. He believes that
leading applications for the iPhone are becoming increasingly
important and relevant for the consumer and physician alike.
www.dotmed.com

Lifesaving images on a small screen

The OsiriX coupled with the iPod, is popular because it saves
hospitals and clinics time and money – replacing more expensive devices. The OsiriX is an interactive visualization
program designed to
display and analyze
medical images. The
iPod Touch version
allows for downloading and manipulating
of images directly
onto the device. It is
capable of displaying
images from ultrasound, CT scanners,
MRIs, PETs, and
more in the standard
DICOM format used
by the medical industry, and is designed
to run on the desktop
version of the software for Mac.

Philips – Another consumer to health care fit

One application is Epocrates Rx in the health care category.
“Within the first month of launch, the Epocrates Rx drug and
formulatory software was downloaded onto iPhones by more
than 125,000 users –25,000 physicians and over 100,000 consumers,” says Dalal.
According to Dalal, “iPhone healthcare applications are
becoming important to consumers and physicians alike.” The
majority of physicians using Epocrates Rx do so to practice
safer medicine. It helps them to prescribe accurate drug dosages, identify adverse reactions and check for potential drug
interactions. “At the same time,” says Dalal, “an increasing
number of consumers find value as they become more involved in medical care.” Thousands have downloaded the free
drug reference to their iPhones to monitor personal healthcare.
“In short, the success of Epocrates Rx application shows the
emergence of consumer healthcare as a killer category on the
iPhone,” says Dalal.
Epocrates Rx software is also available for Palm, Windows Mobile and BlackBerry.

Philips Healthcare is an OEM that has developed a strong
link between consumer and health care with many of their
products. Eric van’t Hoff, Business Development Manager
at Philips thinks that the ProScribe (Philips Consumer Lighting) is “indeed a good fit since the concept was first made by
Philips for the consumer market, but is now focused on a specific niche market only – health care.”
The ProScribe was initially designed for any workflow
user who is always on the move. It enables access to important data immediately using an innovative cordless display allowing a user access to information immediately. The Philips
ProScribe connects physicians to patient information in the
same manner. A physician visiting patients in a ward can use
ProScribe to prescribe medication or make laboratory appointments on the spot. Nurses can use the display to enter blood
pressure, temperature and other relevant data. van’t Hoff believes with a wireless client, medical professionals can reduce
their administrative workload, increase the accuracy of clinical decisions and improve patient care.

Into the future

It’s exciting to watch advances in consumer products and the
introduction of those products into a medical setting. Even
now, if you were to look around your home you may discover
some products with untapped potential. After all, who anticipated that the picnic cooler or thermos would make it possible
to transport lifesaving organs to needy recipients?
Online: dotmed.com/dm7723
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Law
& Order

By Astrid Fiano
National: HEART for Women Act

The Heart Disease Education, Analysis Research, and Treatment for Women Act [known as the HEART for Women Act]
was introduced into the House by Rep. Lois Capps (D-CA)
and Rep. Barbara Cubin (R-WY). The bill was only passed by
the House but not the Senate during the 2008 term, meaning it
will need to be reintroduced.
“Heart disease is still the number one killer of women. Unfortunately, not enough people recognize the serious threat it poses to women’s health and far too many women pay a terrible price
for that lack of knowledge,” Congressperson Capps explained to
DOTmed. “This legislation addresses this critical knowledge gap
by ensuring that health care professionals are informed about the
risks of cardiovascular disease in women, know how this disease
affects women differently than men and are better equipped to
diagnose heart disease in women. Furthermore, it ensures that the
FDA better collects and stratifies information with regard to sex
and ethnicity. Finally, it expands the successful WISEWOMAN
program because we know that by providing access to high quality screenings for heart disease and stroke, we can help women
across the country secure an early diagnosis of the disease and
receive effective treatment.” WISEWOMAN is a state-federal
partnership that provides free cardiovascular disease screenings
to low-income women, currently in 20 states.
“The HEART for Women Act has made remarkable progress since we first introduced it in the 109th Congress,” continued Capps. “In the 110th Congress we held a hearing on
the bill in the Energy and Commerce Committee, garnered
record bipartisan support in both chambers of Congress, and
passed the legislation in the House of Representatives. While
we were unable to pass the legislation in the Senate in this session of Congress, I feel that we have laid the groundwork for
the bill to be very successful in the next session of Congress. I
look forward to working with my colleagues in the new 111th
Congress and with the new Obama Administration to get this
much needed legislation passed into law.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7724
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State: Texas AG announces $2 million in
awards to charitable health care clinics

Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott has awarded a total of $2
million to eight charitable health care clinics across the state. The
awards are funded by a 2007 settlement the Attorney General negotiated with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Texas; the agreement
is intended to provide health care services for indigent families.
“Today’s awards provide much-needed resources to
healthcare facilities that serve less fortunate Texans,” Attorney
General Abbott said on his website. “Each of these clinics has
demonstrated its commitment to needy families. The Office of
the Attorney General will continue working to increase access
to charity care in the State of Texas.”
According to the Attorney General, all of the health care
clinics that received the awards are federally qualified health
centers. This means the clinics are private non-profit or public
health care organizations “that serve predominantly uninsured
or medically underserved populations.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7725
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National: Health Insurance

Sabrina Corlette, Director, Health Policy Programs for the
National Partnership for Women & Families, a nonprofit
focused on work and family agendas, spoke to DOTmed
concerning policy affecting families. Ms. Corlette says the
major health care legislation coming out of the gate in the
111th Congress is the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP). Congress passed an extensive expansion of
SCHIP over five years in 2007, but the bill was vetoed by
President Bush. When new SCHIP legislation is introduced
to Congress in 2009, it will likely pass and become law.
Corlette feels the potential SCHIP law has a very significant
impact on women as primary household caretakers and provides an expansion of eligibility in existing state insurance
programs for children of low income, covering slightly
higher income levels.
www.dotmed.com

Corlette says the other issue garnering excitement with
health care advocates is comprehensive health care reform;
she notes that proposed plans for health care reform have unprecedented expansion for those who do not currently have
health care coverage. The proposals, such as those from President-Elect Obama or Sen. Max Baucus (D-MT), also suggest
reform of insurance companies—to prevent insurers from
cherry-picking policy-holders and ramping up premium levels
based on medical history or gender—women often pay higher
premiums for just being female.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7726
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National: Changes in the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

The Department of Labor has instituted a final rule for changes
in the FMLA, the federal law that provides eligible employees
the right to take job-protected, unpaid leave for absences including those related to family care or one’s own serious health condition. The rules should go into effect in January 2009.
Changes include having less time to give notice of need
to take leave, and employers will have more time to notify an
employee regarding approval of leave. In addition, employees
will have more procedures to follow when requesting FMLA
leave, and it will be more difficult for employees to use paid
leave while on FMLA leave.
For those in the military, the statutory expansion of the
FMLA includes FMLA protections for family members caring
for a covered service member with a serious injury or illness
incurred in the line of duty on active duty. The law also allows
families of National Guard and Reserve personnel on active
duty to take FMLA job-protected leave to manage their affairs,
known as “qualifying exigencies.”
Sharyn Tejani, Senior Policy Counsel of the Work and
Family program in National Partnership for Women & Families, spoke with DOTmed about the changes to the FMLA. “For
the changes benefitting military families we are very pleased;
the families needed these changes in the law. We, along with
many other groups, sent in comments to the Administration,
and the Administration took these comments into account in
deciding what the regulation should be for military families.”
“For the other changes, we are disappointed,” Tejani continued. “This will make it harder for employees to take the
leave that they need. In addition, given the economic climate,
it’s a terrible time to lose one’s job - and because the changes
make it difficult to take FMLA leave, employees have greater
risk of losing their jobs, which is incredibly unfair to them.
This is the wrong direction in which to be going.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7727
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State: Illinois AG Settles Suit on primary
health care services for Medicaid patients
in Champaign County

Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan has announced on her
web site that her office has reached a settlement with Carle
Clinic Association, guaranteeing access to primary care services for thousands of Medicaid patients in Champaign Coun-

ty. Madigan announced the agreement after filing settlement
papers with the Campaign County Circuit Court. The Court
will review the settlement for approval.
According to the Attorney General’s press release, the settlement resolves allegations by the Attorney General’s Office
that Carle Clinic entered into an illegal agreement with Christie
Clinic in March 2003 to stop accepting new Medicaid patients.
The Attorney General’s complaint alleged that the illegal agreement denied many Medicaid patients primary health care services, as the clinics employed more than 90% of the physicians
in Champaign County. The AG says local Medicaid patients had
to seek routine medical care at area hospital emergency rooms.
The AG’s web site says Carle Clinic has guaranteed that it
will increase the number of Medicaid patients for which it provides primary health care services over the next three years.
Carle will also pay $200,000 over the next three years to Frances Nelson Health Center, subsidizing operations at that Center which provides free service to those patients without coverage, and $40,000 to the Champaign Urbana Public Health
District (CUPHD), which will fund critical preventative care
for low income children.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7728
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National: Military/Veterans Health Care

Medical issues for the military and veterans will likely be an
urgent topic in the next Congress, especially if advocacy from
groups such as Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America
(IAVA) is successful. Vanessa Williamson, Policy Director for
IAVA, explained some of those issues to DOTmed, “Advance
funding for the Veterans Administration and lack of access to
mental health care are two of the most critical policies for veterans. The IAVA hopes to see President-Elect Obama address
these concerns as soon as possible in the new administration.
Current active duty military uses TRICARE for health care on
base or a civilian practitioner.” Williamson says there are some
problems with TRICARE in particular to mental health treatment: practitioners don’t want to accept the coverage because of
the longer wait time for reimbursement and extra paperwork.
Williamson says the VA funding is still discretionary in the
national budget. The VA offers excellent health care overall, but
must rely on Congress passing a budget that is sometimes late
for needed funding. Williamson says advocates are hoping in
the 111th Congress there can be either mandatory or advance VA
funding, so the hospitals can properly plan their budgets. The
issue is not controversial, but lateness in funding causes rationing in care and makes a significant difference in quality of care.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7729
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Federal: FDA announces permanent injunction against Wilderness Family Naturals

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has announced
on its web site that Wilderness Family Naturals LLC, of Silver
Bay, MN and the company’s owners have signed a consent decree that prohibits them from manufacturing and distributing
any products with unapproved claims that the products cure,
treat, mitigate or prevent diseases.
DOTmedbusiness news
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Wilderness Family manufacturers and distributes conventional foods, dietary supplements and various salves under
the Wilderness Family name. According to the FDA, the company had “promoted several of its products for the treatment,
cure, mitigation or prevention of disease by making claims on
their products’ labels, their web site, and on other web sites
accessed by links found on their web site.” The FDA says the
company’s web sites claimed its products had benefits against
diseases such as cancer, diabetes, and heart disease.
Under the terms of the consent decree, the company and
its owners cannot promote claims related to their products’
ability to fight diseases unless the products receive FDA approval as new drugs or satisfy the FDA’s investigational new
drug requirements. In accordance, the company’s owners have
agreed to remove disease claims from product labels and web
sites, and to hire an independent expert to review the claims
they make. If the company and owners fail to comply with any
provision of the consent decree, the FDA can order Wilderness
Family to stop manufacturing and distributing the products.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7730
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National/Federal: Indian Health Service has
new health transparency web site

The Indian Health Service (IHS) has published a new web site
that reports on the quality of care provided to American Indian and Alaska Native patients. The web site was developed
in support of a Presidential Executive Order promoting health
transparency in the government by directing federal health
care programs to provide specific information on quality of
care measures to the public.

The IHS, Veterans Administration (VA), and Department
of Defense (DoD) have identified a set of clinical performance
measures to be made available through the internet. The performance measures are synchronized within the three agencies
to the extent possible. The IHS says for 2008 it is reporting
seven of these measures in the categories of diabetes, immunizations, pneumonia, asthma, and stroke. The web site reports
that in 2009 two other immunizations and three cardiovascular
disease-related measures will be added.
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According to the IHS, the site will allow patients “to compare the performance of the IHS facility where they receive
care to the performance of other IHS facilities within their
geographical area. In addition, the site will provide information to help patients become advocates for their own health
care. A checklist is available containing important items to be
discussed with the patient’s health care provider such as family history of disease, current medications, and immunizations
and procedures they received at other health care facilities to
ensure they are receiving the proper care.”
The web site is located at http://www.ihs.gov/NonMedicalPrograms/quality/.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7731
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Federal: DOJ reaches agreements with
medical care provider, university on
disabilities access

The Department of Justice (DOJ) recently announced two
agreements impacting accommodations and access for persons
with disabilities. One settlement agreement under Title III of
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was with Chatham
University of Pittsburgh, PA. The agreement will make the
university’s campus and services more accessible to individuals with disabilities. Another settlement agreement is with urgent and primary health care provider Medbrook Medical Associates Inc., for the Medbrook Medical Center in Bridgeport,
WV. Under that agreement, the company will provide sign
language interpreters and other services to patients.
The Chatham settlement resolves an investigation during which the DOJ “found violations of the ADA Standards
for Accessible Design in newly constructed buildings, as well
as barriers to existing facilities, including inaccessible entrances to buildings, steps in corridors leading to classrooms
and other primary spaces, inaccessible counters, a lack of accessible seating in assembly areas, narrow doorways, the absence of directional signage, and inaccessible circulation paths
throughout the campus.” According to the DOJ press release,
under the agreement the University will create new accessible
entrances, provide greater access to classrooms and other locations, provide accessible parking spaces, ensure accessible restrooms install visual alarms, and provide directional signage
throughout the campus and raised and Braille signage at room
entrances, as well as other improvements.
The Medbrook agreement follows an investigation of
Medbrook in response to a complaint filed by a man who uses
sign language as his primary means of communication who alleged that Medbrook denied his request to provide him with a
sign language interpreter. According to the DOJ press release,
under the agreement Medbrook will, among other actions,
establish nondiscriminatory policies for providing effective
communication for people with communication disabilities,
provide sign language interpreters, train staff on policies, and
pay compensatory damages and civil penalties.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7732
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people & companies
Aspect Medical Systems VP & Chief
Financial Officer Steps Down

Aspect Medical Systems announced the departure of Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer Michael F. Falvey, who
resigned effective December 31, 2008 to pursue other opportunities. Until Mr. Falvey is replaced, J. Neal Armstrong who
served as Aspect’s chief financial from 1996 to 2005 will take
charge. Falvey will assist Armstrong in an advisory and consulting capacity during the first quarter of 2009.
Nassib Chamoun, CEO, said, “Mike has played an integral role in Aspect’s global growth and development. In addition to his contributions to the company’s strategy, he has done
an excellent job in keeping us fiscally disciplined and has been
a valued member of the executive team.”
“We are extremely fortunate that Neal is willing to rejoin
Aspect as our Acting Chief Financial Officer. Neal has acted
in an advisory capacity to the company since retiring from Aspect in 2005. Neal’s depth and experience will provide invaluable assistance during this transition.”
Online: dotmed.com/dm7529
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EcoGlove Earns Frost & Sullivan’s 2008
European Medical Devices Green Award

Frost and Sullivan has awarded a 2008 European Medical Devices Green Award to EcoGlove for a system that provides a
consistently high quality glove at lower overall cost, resulting
in better quality control, reduced import burdens, while, at the
same time, addressing the important issues of waste management and overuse of resources in the healthcare arena.
A company spokesperson said that EcoGlove’s high quality, specially formulated Tr@ce glove can be reconditioned and
used again up to seven times, with the reconditioning process
reinforcing and ensuring the quality and integrity of the glove.
In the current business model, EcoGlove has locally appointed service partners who supply the original glove and administer the 12 stage reconditioning process with the ‘Glove
Reprocessing unit (GRU) system’. The GRU can recondition
up to eight million gloves annually and may be used either on
a dedicated or shared basis. According to the company, the
system re-conforms the integrity of individual gloves and mechanically discards unsuitable or compromised gloves as clean
waste according to the company.
The Tri@ce glove was CE confirmed as a class I Medical Device in August. The GRU glove reconditioning unit has
been CE marked as well. In 2008, EcoGlove had contracts
with a hospital in Malaysia and is negotiating contracts in
North America and Europe according to the company.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7520
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New Head of GE’s GoldSeal Division

GE Healthcare has named Dave Elario General Manager, Diagnostic Imaging (DI) for its Global GoldSeal division, a section of the company’s Diagnostic Imaging business focused
on acquisition, refurbishment/remanufacturing and resale of
DI products for customers around the world. The appointment
was made this summer.
“Primarily at the highest level, I have global profit and
loss responsibility for our GoldSeal Business, our refurbished
business within the diagnostic imaging business,” Elario says
about his new responsibilities. “I focus on asset acquisition,
refurbishment, development of offerings, working with new
equipment business to make sure we have the right products
from a refurbish standpoint to meet customer needs.”
Elario has set several goals for his new position, most important of which is to make sure the company is providing the
highest quality refurbished equipment.
Elario has been in GE Healthcare since 2004, when he
joined as the General Manager, USDI Commercial Operations. Subsequently, he was appointed as General Manager, DI
Pricing in 2005. Before coming to GE Healthcare, Elario spent
13 years in a variety of other GE businesses and positions,
including seven years with GE Aviation Services.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7476
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Artes Medical Inc. Files for Chapter 7
Bankruptcy

Artes Medical Inc., maker of dermal fillers used in cosmetic
treatments, has filed for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy and plans to
liquidate due to the severe economic downturn.
The company believes its assets will be insufficient to satisfy the claims of all creditors. In a filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission - the company said that it is
not likely that its stockholders will be eligible to participate in
any distribution of assets.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7563
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Philips Appoints Chief Medical Officer

Royal Philips Electronics, named Eric Silfen, M.D., M.S.H.A.,
M.A., senior vice president and chief medical officer for
Philips Healthcare. Dr. Silfen joins the Philips Healthcare
executive team and reports to Healthcare CEO Steve Rusckowski. Dr. Silfen will work closely with a global network of
medical thought leaders to ensure that clinical insights and a
people-focused approach are at the core of Philips product development and go-to-market strategies.
Dr. Silfen joins Philips Healthcare from the Department
of Biomedical Informatics Research at Philips Research North
America in Briarcliff, N.Y., where he led the design, developDOTmedbusiness news
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ment, validation and evaluation of clinical decision support
systems for biomedicine. Since joining Philips in 2006, he has
worked closely with Philips research teams, academics and researchers in North America and Europe to focus on healthcare
research in the areas of molecular medicine, computer-aided
imaging, clinical systems and diagnostic evaluations.
Dr. Silfen is recognized for his career accomplishments
and teaching experience, and has built a broad network in the
global medical community. He is a renowned expert on the implementation of information technologies in the medical settings and has an extensive background in hospital and health
plan clinical affairs, disease and care management programs,
and clinical quality and performance improvement. Dr. Silfen
has worked with the Hospital Corporation of America (HCA),
a leading provider of healthcare services for more than 280
hospitals and outpatient centers in the United States and England. He is also a member of numerous professional societies,
including the Society for Critical Care Medicine, the Society
for Medical Decision Making, the Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society, the American College of Medical Quality and The New York Academy of Sciences.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7571
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Philips to Report a Net Loss in Fourth
Quarter Earnings

Philips told investors that it would slash profitability targets
for 2010 due to a steeply declining global economy.
The company also said it would report a net loss in fourth quarter earnings, primarily due to the poor performance of two of two
units: its Consumer Lifestyle and parts of its Lighting division.
Gerard Kleisterlee, CEO and president of Royal Philips
Electronics, told investors that Philips has been hit hard by lower demand from the financially strapped automobile and construction sectors and also by cutbacks from US hospitals, which
are buying less imaging equipment as the recession deepens.
Philips had made the doubling of its earnings per share before
interest, tax and depreciation the focal point of its “Vision 2010”
strategy. Doubling of earnings per share remains the company’s
objective but is not expected to be met by 2010, Kleisterlee said.
The company’s three businesses--lighting, consumer lifestyle and health care--will take an extra EURO 100 million,
($128 million), in cost-cutting charges, bringing fourth quarter
restructuring costs to EURO 340 million.
In November, Philips announced it would cut 1,600 job
cuts in its Healthcare division. Still, Kleisterlee said Philips is
committed to expanding its business, due to the aging population. He said the company will continue to make acquisitions
in this area. The company is expanding more into patient monitoring and home healthcare. (Philips completed its acquisition
of Respironics in March 2008.)
Online: dotmed.com/dm7625

•

DMS Health Technologies Appoints
Mulligan as Account Executive

DMS Health Technologies, a diagnostic imaging services provider, is pleased to announce the addition of Sara Mulligan as
52 DOTmedbusiness news
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account executive. As an account executive, Mulligan is responsible to direct all sales efforts for DMS Health Technologies’ diagnostic imaging services, including mobile, interim and fixedsite solutions within her assigned territory of Ohio, Michigan,
northern Illinois, northern Indiana, and Wisconsin - south of
Milwaukee. She will also build and maintain customer relationships by focusing on the customer’s diagnostic imaging needs.
With over 17 years of sales experience, Mulligan joins
DMS from Siemens Medical Solutions where she was the
women’s healthcare regional sales manager. In her position,
Mulligan developed strategies to increase market share, supported key accounts, ensured customer satisfaction, and increased sales profitability. She also promoted and maintained
cooperative relations with other departments and external organizations to maximize effectiveness.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7618

•

Daschle to Spearhead Obama Health Policy

President-Elect Barack Obama will nominate former Sen. Tom
Daschle as Secretary of HHS to lead the new administration’s
healthcare policy overhaul. Daschle, after confirmation, will
also direct a new White House health policy office, suggestive that addressing the nation’s healthcare challenges is an
Obama priority. In addition, by creating a White House office
for health policy, the president-elect leaves no doubt as to who
will guide healthcare decision-making, which was a bone of
contention that derailed such efforts during the Clinton years.
The Department of Health and Human Services oversees
Medicare, Medicaid, the FDA, CDC, NIH and many other
health agencies, offices, and programs.
Daschle is the former Senate Majority Leader. The South
Dakota Congressman served as Senate majority and later minority leader before losing re-election in 2004.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7655

•

Times Are Tough, GE’s CEO Reports,
But the Company Remains Confident

Jeffrey Immelt, GE’s Chairman and CEO, told securities analysts and investors Tuesday that the company had lowered
profit projections for its industrial businesses, including medical equipment, jet engines and power turbines.
While Immelt said he would not provide analysts with an
earnings forecast for next year, he said that overall profit at
the Fairfield, CT-based conglomerate is expected to drop in
2009 for a second consecutive year. GE was forced to reduce
its earnings projections several times in 2008, and its shares
plunged 52%, partly in response to GE’s continual earnings
downgrades.
Immelt said that because of the company’s long-term
investment in clean energy and healthcare, GE is well positioned to support governments around the world as they invest
in infrastructure. In fact, Immelt said on Tuesday that GE had
received a $3 billion order for gas turbines in Iraq to support
the country’s power-generating capability.
Online: dotmed.com/dm7679
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The Science
of

Providing Answers to Mysteries
By Joan Trombetti

F

orensics is a demanding discipline that requires a broad
knowledge base and creative
approaches to aid in criminal investigations. The field
offers a wide array of concentrations,
encompassing many different fields of
science, including anthropology, biology, chemistry, engineering, genetics,
medicine, pathology, phonetics, psychiatry, computer technology and toxicology. The role of the forensic scientist is
to ensure that accepted scientific principles are used to examine evidence and
to obtain and interpret data by performing precise laboratory work, maintaining and writing detailed findings and

explaining and defending these findings
in a courtroom.
There are many tools at the disposal
of forensic specialists, but radiology is
often one of the most useful. Radiology
has helped forensics researchers reveal
clues that would have otherwise gone unnoticed. Challenging cases and enduring
mysteries have been solved and nearly
countless detective shows have hinged
surprise endings on discoveries the process brings to light. The contraband revealed by X-ray being smuggled by a
human container – the damage uncovered in the seemingly trauma-free body
of a deceased individual– the list goes on
and includes identification of the dead,

gunshot wounds, anthropological parameters, forensic dentistry, bite mark analysis, larceny, art forgery, child, spousal,
elderly abuse and human rights abuse,
torture and terrorism. In fact, although
there are artistic liberties taken, entertainment vehicles portray the forensic field in
a generally accurate way. Its mission is to
prove the existence of a crime or connect
certain evidence to a crime by analyzing
evidence, providing information to investigators, attorneys, judges and juries –
crucial in determining whether someone
is guilty of a crime. The reliability of a
forensic scientist is vital because findings
and decisions hold people’s lives and
freedom in the balance.
DOTmedbusiness news
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Medical Imaging & DNA Testing

Dr. Gil Brogdon, University Distinguished Professor Emeritus
of Radiology at the University of Southern Alabama, is one
of the foremost experts in forensic radiology. He is the author
of “Forensic Radiology,” as well as more than 330 scientific
publications.
Dr. Brogdon believes that radiographers and radiologists
are important members of a forensic team, contributing to the
pathologists, anthropologists and those in the field like the
police and detectives. With recent natural disasters like Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, as well as manmade tragedies like
terrorist attacks and genocides – the contributions of radiologists and radiographers are more important than ever – giving
insight into what cannot otherwise be easily examined. “I’ve
been involved in identifying both child and adult abuse cases,
police brutality cases, evaluating gunshot and stabbing
wounds and physician and hospital malpractice cases,” says Brogdon. “It certainly has been a very
interesting career for me with many opportunities.” He said that one of his most memorable
cases involved a victim shot four times by three
different individuals who each had a different
weapon. “This man lived,” Brogdon says. “I
was brought in to determine by X-ray the sequence of firing, which gunman fired each
shot and the direction of each bullet.”
Another expert in the field, Emily Faircloth, Communications Officer for the Association of Forensic Radiographers based in
the United Kingdom says there are three key
methods for identification of the deceased;
dental examinations, DNA and fingerprints.
“In the event that DNA sampling and fingerprinting is problematic, as in the Asian Tsunami,” says Faircloth, “dental examination is very
important.” She explained that dental radiography
is very common in developed countries and most individuals have had a dental X-ray in their lifetime. “There are up to
32 teeth in the adult dentition, each tooth having five surfaces
resulting in over five million variable combinations, hence the
term ‘dental fingerprint’,” says Faircloth. “Post mortem identification using teeth is around 94% accurate.”
As a qualified radiographer with over ten year’s experience, Faircloth is a founding member of AFR. She reflects on
experiences in practical forensic imaging from attending various deployments such as the International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia in Bosnia. “It involved imaging
skeletal remains that were excavated from their mass graves
in the hundreds and brought to a mortuary in Visiko,” recalls
Faircloth. She said that the primary objective was to identify
as many individuals and to find out the circumstances of their
death, providing evidence for the tribunal in The Hague. “Pertinent points during this – my first active deployment – was
the demonstration under X-ray, indicative signs of torture and
execution style deaths of not only men but women and chil54 DOTmedbusiness news
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dren as well. This came as a sharp shock to my system, and
I was so glad to have a strong and effective support network
that worked closely together – never leaving anyone to feel
isolated,” says Faircloth.

Imaging Through Virtual Autopsy

For the past few years, virtual autopsies have been changing the
way modern medicine studies the dead. By adapting the twin
medical-imaging technologies of CT and MRI scans, a threedimensional, high-resolution computer image of a corpse’s internal organs can be viewed from any depth and any angle.
“The virtual autopsy is the one of the most extraordinary developments in the field of forensics since 1946, when child abuse
could be determined using X-rays,” says Dr. Brogdon. He also
explains that virtual autopsies are a way to work around cultural
taboos that may not approve of traditional autopsies.
Still, virtual autopsies are now used in many cases
as a precursor to a real one. The Pentagon uses virtual
autopsies to determine whether or not helmets and
body armor are effective protection on soldiers who
were killed during battles in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Swedish and Swiss researchers are using virtual
autopsies on murder victims and there has been a
general spark of interest all over the world.

Benefits

RSNA.org says that given that forensic evidence doesn’t last forever, virtual autopsy’s
most obvious benefit is that it creates a digital 3D image - a permanent record that can be
studied, archived or sent on to others. This ease
of documentation also makes a virtual autopsy
particularly well suited for use as courtroom evidence, taking the place of graphic or disturbing
photographs. It’s a system that not only keeps evidence intact, but also provides a thorough look at areas of
the body that may otherwise be difficult to examine.
CT and MRI full-body scans of the dead are non-invasive
and can be easily manipulated by cropping, zooming and rotating in any direction. For example, in gunshot victims, bullet
paths can be tracked instantly and in stabbing victims, wounds
are clearly visible. Under normal physical autopsy conditions
– this information could take hours to obtain.
Any information gathered by a normal autopsy has to be
obtained and evaluated immediately because the body does
not maintain; whereas a virtual autopsy’s scans can be retrieved and used at any time and can be used in a court of law
as evidence without the need to show graphic photographs of
the victim.
It’s even more valuable when working with overly delicate
subjects. Not all causes of death can be investigated quickly.
Some take years to be handled, some take significantly longer. Using medical imaging, Dr. Ashraf Selim from the Cairo
University in Egypt may have solved a case that remained a
mystery for centuries.
www.dotmed.com

Researchers are also continuing to explore DNA and its relation in hair, skin cells and fingerprints. Because of DNA, evidence recovered from crime scenes can be of value even when
traditional forms of testing prove negative.

New Technology

Whenever identification is a problem during a forensic archaeology investigation on a body, DNA testing will be used in
hopes of finding a solution. Obtaining DNA is never a simple
process and is sometimes impossible with bones and tissue
that have been long buried.

Ancient Egypt King Tutankhamun.

Heather Miller Coyle, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of
Forensic Science, Henry C.
Lee College of Criminal
Justice & Forensic Sciences,
University of New Haven

It was thought that King Tut might have been murdered (bludgeoned to death) because of two men
– Aye who succeeded Tut as King and General
Horemhab who in turn succeeded Aye to the throne.
Although the mummy of King Tut was in horrific
condition at the time of discovery, Dr. Selim was
able to determine by medical imaging that smaller
leg fractures had accompanied open wounds that
became infected and were likely the cause of King
Tut’s untimely death.
Dr. Selim and Dr. Yehia Zakaria of the National
Research Center have also carried out CT scans on
two fetuses that were found in 1922 in the tomb of
King Tutankhamun. They are believed to be King
Tut’s stillborn children. Along with the CT scans,
Drs. Selim and Zakaria also took DNA samples in
hopes of determining the fetuses’ mother as well as
Tutankhamun’s family lineage.

DNA Revolution

The fact that DNA molecules have links to the past, present
and future can be life changing. DNA identification is effective when used to identify suspects and victims in criminal investigations, exonerating persons wrongly accused of crimes,
identifying catastrophe victims, establishing paternity and other family relationships, identifying endangered and protected
species as an aid to wildlife officials, detecting bacteria and
other organisms that may pollute air, water, soil and food and
matching organ donors in transplant programs.
DNA testing is a powerful tool in criminal cases because
it can establish a chain of events leading to a crime or accident
and can aid the ability of the prosecution to prove a trial case.
Because of the DNA revolution, innocent men sitting on death
row are now exonerated. As part of the criminal justice procedure and admissible into a court of law, development of DNA
testing now includes semen, blood, saliva, teeth and bones.

DNA analysis of bones found in the Gobi desert is proving to be fascinating and has led to a breakthrough DNA
technique. Heather Miller Coyle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Forensic Science, Henry C. Lee College of Criminal Justice & Forensic Sciences, University of New Haven, and four
forensic science graduate students have developed a method
for preparing skeletal remains for DNA extraction. They were
able to extract DNA from mummy bones (approximately 800
years old) found in the Gobi Desert, and were just as successful upon trying the same on a case Dr. Coyle was working on
in the United States.
Coyle and her team determined that the Gobi desert created a natural bone baking process – making the bones more
brittle and easier to grind and break open to expose more cells
– accessing more DNA. Dr. Coyle copied conditions in the
Gobi desert and baked the cold case bones for a few days.
Liquid nitrogen was then poured into a pulverizer with the
bones and crushed, turning the bone to powder – ready for
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DNA extraction. These findings may
have implications for scientists around
the globe. In the United States alone, the
remains of 40,000 missing persons are
stored in various medical examiners’ offices. “If we can extract DNA through
a new process, the possibilities could
be tremendous. It raises the question
of how far back in time we can stretch
criminal justice,” says Dr. Coyle.

The Future of Forensic
Science

Dr. Brogdon believes that the spectrum
of what can be done in forensic science
is very broad and largely, “not very well
appreciated.” He feels that funding in the
United States by the federal government
is part of the problem – there is very little.
“Funding is provided on the county level,
maybe at the state level, and sometimes
on a federal level, but it is not a priority so funding is a big problem,” says Dr.
Brogdon. “Education and understanding
the value of a radiographer is also a big

problem.” When it comes to cost, Brogdon suggests exploring the option of purchasing a refurbished piece of equipment
which could lead to saving as much as
50% over the cost of a new machine.
The Consortium of Forensic Science
Organization (CFSO) released a statement over a year ago applauding the creation of a National Academy of Sciences
committee to study the current state of
forensic science in the United States. The
CFSO also believes there is a severe lack
of funding in the forensic field. A recent
crime lab workload survey revealed forensic evidence backlogs exist in all areas of forensics including firearms, trace
evidence, DNA, toxicology and pattern
analysis like fingerprinting.
One of the biggest challenges facing
crime labs and medical examiners offices
is keeping facilities up-to-date with equipment and enough staff while working
with limited funding. The development of
forensic science and funding seems to be
highlighted in the President’s DNA funding
initiative in his 2006 budget. This initiative

provides funding, training and assistance
to ensure that forensic DNA reaches its full
potential to solve crimes, protect the innocent and identify missing persons. Congress modified the budget to provide funding for other forensic disciplines including
$108.5 million designated for DNA testing
and $18.5 million in grants for the Paul
Coverdell National Forensic Science Act.
DNA testing is only a small portion of the
work done in crime labs, and grants from
the Coverdell funding provide crime labs
and medical examiner’s offices the ability
to spend money where each lab has the
largest backlog or case log. The CFSO also
maintained that forensic providers should
determine their own needs, and put federal
money to work where it needs the most
support. The bill included $1.5 million for
the National Academy of Sciences to conduct this study.
Funding is made available periodically through solicitations from the Initiative’s Partners and announced online
at www.dna.gov/funding.com
Online: dotmed.com/dm7733
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An X-ray and a skeleton model show the path of the bullet entering the upper side of the back
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old into gold

DOTmed Premium Auction Success Stories
Second Time’s the Charm

Bryan McConnell, Managing Member
of SafeScan Imaging Services, LLC.,
had a deal worked out to sell his GE
Profile III Open MRI Scanner.
At the last second, the deal fell
through. Bryan decided to contact
DOTmed to help him sell his machine.
Online Auction Specialist Glenn
Cambre created a DOTmed Managed
auction for Bryan and successfully had
the system sold, paid for and deinstalled
within the time Bryan required. The GE
Profile III System sold for $75,000 - much
more than the Bryan would have received
had the original deal gone as planned.

DOTmed – Providing
Solutions

Ed Suriano, a nuclear technologist at Ellis Hospital in Schenectady, New York
had a problem and DOTmed.com had
the solution.
Ellis Hospital had recently purchased a new nuclear camera and needed to sell & remove its existing Nuclear
Gamma Camera GE Millennium within
two weeks. Mr. Suriano called DOTmed.com and spoke with New York Regional Manager Michael Galella about
what DOTmed could do to help.
With the help of Auction Manager David Blumenthal the camera was
placed on a DOTmed Managed Auction, available for sale to the public. A
Starting Bid of $10,000 with a Reserve
Price of $25,000 was set.
The hospital had received a cash offer of $15,000 but turned it down. Overall, the Auction received 21 bids and
ended at $40,000. Even after DOTmed’s
commission the hospital received over
double the cash offer. DOTmed worked
directly with the successful bidder to arrange deinstallation and removal of the
original camera in time to make room for
the arrival of the new equipment.

Memorial Hospital regarding DOTmed
Managed Auctions. The Radiology department Kathy oversees was looking to
sell a GE AMX III Portable X-Ray.
Glenn did the pricing research and
created a DOTmed Managed Auction for
Kathy. He also answered the questions
that came in regarding the equipment
and was eventually able to work with a
gentleman who purchased the equipment
for a facility in South America.
The equipment sold for $3,500 and
Kathy was able to easily turn one of her
facility’s idle assets into cash.

Unetixs Vacular MultiLab
Series II Modular Vascular
Lab Finds a New Home

“Cash In” Instead of
“Trade In”

Carol Van Wagner from purchasing
at Vassar Brothers hospital located in
Poughkeepsie New York has sold many
pieces of equipment using our on line
auction services and has received some
great results.
She contacted Mike Galella once
again, her DOTmed.com auction specialist about a CARL ZEISS OPMI CS-XY2
Microscope she needed to sell at her associated hospital, Putnam Hospital.
Zeiss had offered a trade-in value
of $5,000 on the equipment. Mike convinced Carol to try a DOTmed auction. In the end the microscope sold for
$9000, yielding a higher profit than the
trade in.

Dr. Cirillo closed his private practice to
work as an independent contractor. After reading a copy of DOTmed Business
Big Money in a Short Time
News, he realized that the best way for
Mr. Fred Desarno from Lenox Hill Hoshim to recoup some of his losses was to
pital Radiology contacted Mike Galella
sell his equipment in a DOTmed Manabout a MEDRAD Spectris Solaris EP
aged Auction.
Injector MRI they needed to sell.
Glenn Cambre created a DOTmed
Mike Galella traveled to the facility
Managed Auction for him and was able
to
take
photos and inventory the equipto sell the equipment for $12,000.
ment.
Afterwards
he used the informaThe equipment was purchased by
tion
to
create
an
auction
for Fred.
an Imaging Center in Colorado who
In
less
than
two
weeks
it sold for
will use it as a backup at one of its satelauctions ad_0408:Layout 1 3/21/2008 6:02 PM Page 1
$12,500.
lite facilities.

You Can Auction Online!
Learn how easy it is to turn your idle
assets and used equipment into cash.
Call 212-742-1200 Ext. 296
Ask about DOTmed's Full-Service Auctions -"We Do The Work, You Get The Money."

Creating a Cash Flow

Online Auction Specialist, Glenn Cambre contacted Kathy Dwyer of Keefe
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…To Your Phone And Call Us Today!
Get top dollar for your Siemens MRI or CT
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Owen Kane Holdings, Inc.

29 Broadway, New York, NY 10006
owenkane.com
info@owenkane.com
P: 212-558-6600
F: 212-558-6615

marketplace & classifieds
These are some of the more than 100,000 listings on www.DOTmed.com on any given day.
MEDICAL SALES & SERVICES

INVENTORY SOLUTIONS, INC.

Specializing in Refurbished Respiratory Products
APNEA MONITORS
CAS
Respironics
Aequitron
PULSE OXIMETERS
BCI
Nonin
Respironics
Nellcor
CPM UNITS
Smith Nephew
Breg
Danninger
Chattanooga
O2 CYLINDERS
Steel H,M
Alum C,D,E,M6 M60

LIQUID OXYGEN
EQUIPMENT
Puritan Bennett
Caire
Helios
HOMEFILL SYSTEMS
Invacare
PHOTOTHERAPY
Wallaby
Ohmeda
CONCENTRATORS
Airsep
Invacare
Respironics
VENTILATORS
Pulmonetics
Lifecare
Puritan Bennett
Aequitron

WE SELL AND BUY
Please Call
866-446-8765
Register On Our Website
For Monthly Specials
ad 0708:Layout 1 5/29/2008 3:42 PM
www.e-inventorysolutions.com

LG Medical Technologies, Inc.
CT/MRI Rental Programs – Short & LongTerm
OEM Approved MRI & CT Modular Buildings

● Highest level equipment at reasonable prices
● Site planning assistance
● OEM extended service coverage
● Units delivery on-time and cleaned
● 95% uptime guarantee

Whatever your imaging needs,
we have the perfect solution.

Medical Imaging:
● Product & Parts Sales
● Equipment Maintenance
● Equipment Repairs & Service
● Consultations

Special MRI Services:
● Cable & Connector repair / replacement
● Cold Head System repairs
● Decomissioning
● Liquid Helium / Cryofill servicing
● Mechanical component repair
● Electronic component repairs
● Installation / Deinstallation
● Magnet Cool Down / Storage
● Replacement consumables

Ambrose Rigging
Medical Equipment Specialists

When your medical equipment needs
the utmost care in rigging, removal and
installation, Ambrose Rigging is your
one stop shop for medical excellence!

● De-installations
● Installations
● Removal of old Rooms
● New Deliveries
● Relocations
● Cold MRI Storage
www.ambroserigging.com
215-674-9232

For more information please contact
Jim Gallagher
224-856-7629
jim@lgmedtech.com

8350 NW 66 Street
Miami, FL 33166
(786)942-0421
info@dmesc.com
www.dmesc.com

Inside the Classifieds
Medical Sales & Services, page 59
Equipment for Sale, page 60

Employment Opportunities, page 62
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Nationwide Classifieds Ad_0109:Layout 1

TheMastersofPre-OwnedImaging
HaveTheseQualitySystems
ReadytoShipNow.
• 2007 Siemens Symphony MRI
• 2007 Siemens Sensation 64 CT
• 2006 Siemens Avanto MRI
• 2006 Siemens Axiom Artis U
• 1999 Siemens ISO-C 12" Vascular C-Arm
• 2002 Siemens Sensation 4 CT
• 2004 Siemens Emotion 6 CT
• 2003 Siemens Concerto Open MRI
• 2000 GE 1.5T Hispeed LX MRI
• 1999 Hitachi Aires II MRI
• 2002 GE 1.5T Hispeed Mobile MRI

Call for a Quote today: 732-262-3115

The Best There Is.

12/22/2008
5:21FOR
PM SALE
Page 1
EQUIPMENT

Mobile Combination
Cath/Angio Labs For Rent

Install & Deinstall

• Our fleet of labs is available for long or short-term needs.
• MMI’s Cardiac Cath Labs have MacLab 7000
hemodynamic monitoring on-board.
• The labs have both filmless and PACS compatibility.

MMI

Since 1983

404 Elm Tree Lane
Vernon Hills, Illinois 60061
www.mmimedical.com

ContactJohn Froemke:
800-999-4MMI (4664)
John.Froemke@mmimedical.com

Serving the
Industry on a
Silver Platter

Ŗ'UVCDNKUJGF
Ŗ%CPJGNRHTQOITQWPFWR
Ŗ0QLQDVQQUOCNNQTVQQDKI
Ŗ+PVGTUVCVGKPVGTPCVKQPCN
ETCVKPIUJKRRKPI
Ŗ0QVLWUVCPGXGT[FC[TKIIGT
9'%#4'CPFYGUJQYKV
Ŗ(COKN[QYPGFCPFQRGTCVGF
Ŗ#XCKNCDNGHQTECTTKDGCPVTCXGl

2900 Tuxedo Ave
West Palm Beach , FL 33405
561-683-5000
800-327-2631
SRLewisBTS@aol.com

www.nationwideimaging.com

Bedside Monitor:
57923 - GE DASH 3000 with CO2 and
Responder Defibrillator Bedside Monitor
$4,999 GE Marquette DASH 3000 Patient
Monitor Used unit in Excellent condition
The fo. Abe Sokol, Absolute Medical Equipment, 800-436-4173

Equipment Financing Available
Bankers USA has unlimited funds available to the Medical Trade for financing
or leasing of new or used equipment.
Contact Rich Scarcella for the best
rates today! 866-465-1300 or email:
rscarcella@bankersusacapital.com

71853 - GE Solar 8000 Bedside Monitor
$1,499
GE MARQUETTE SOLAR 8000 PATIENT
ICU CCU MONITOR SYSTEM Reconditioned, complete system. Abe Sokol, Absolute Medical Equipment, 800-436-4173

Government Liquidation
We’re the partner of the U.S. Dept of Defense for the sale of government surplus,
including used medical and dental equipment such as ultrasounds, microscopes,
dental chairs, and ophthalmologic equipment. Visit us at www.govliquidation.com
or contact 480-367-1300 or info@govliquidation.com
Amylase/Lipase Analyzer:
589245 - ALFA WASSERMANN OR ACE
ALERA ACE Amylase/Lipase Analyzer
$3,499
Very nice Alfa Wassermann ACE chemistry
analyzer. Michael Bynum, Vitality Medical
LLC
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Bone Densitometer:
A Full Service Logistics & Transportation Company

www.solutionservices.us
732.657.7777
info@solutionservices.us

588966 - LUNAR 1999 DPX IQ New Tube
Bone Densitometer $8,500
1999 Lunar DPX IQ Bone Densitometer
Brand New 2008 GE Reload X Ray Tube 8’
Table Latest Version IQ 4. Kevin Bush, KB
Imaging
C-Arm:

Anesthesia Machine:
589696 - DATEX-OHMEDA EXCEL210SE/7900 VENT Anesthesia Machine $6,400

589001 - GE STENOSCOPE II 1997 C-Arm
$11,000
General Electric Stenoscop II * 1997 * Dual
Monitors * Dual 9”/6” Image Intensifier...
Rodrigo Henao, Medilab International Corp.

www.dotmed.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Defibrillators:

Laser - IPL:

589244 - PHYSIO CONTROL Pediatric
Paddles Defibrillators $100
$100 Physio Control Pediatric Paddles (9)
Available We have other great items for sale.
Abbott Jackson, Alpha Equipment LLC

588616 - PALOMAR Starlux 300 Laser IPL $33,468
2006 Starlux 300 with 1540 1540 shot count
-66,648 10mm & 15 mm. Vin Wells, Rock
Bottom Lasers

589523 - PHYSIO CONTROL LifePak 12
Defibrillators $1,000
For sale is 7) Physio-Control LifePak 12 Defibrillators. Jordan Raemisch, CNJ Equipment

MRI Coldhead:

EKG:
588473 - GE Case 8000 EKG $7,000
Stress tower with treadmill, low usage, like
new condition, 30 day warranty, s. Byron
Brown, BioMedical Asset Management,Inc.
Endoscope:
584154 - DYONICS 7205922 Endoscope
This scope is in excellent working condition, it comes with a 90 day warranty. Kris
Ramac, Endopointe, 954-673-1710
589133 - PENTAX EPM 3300 Endoscope
$2,199
very nice pentax epm 3300. Mario Goderich,
ATI MEDICAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
Exam Chair:
589554 - PERCH Polyurethane Industrial
Stools Exam Chair $109
The ventilated self-skin polyurethane seat
construction allows for rigorous use in most
any environment. Jed Henning, Source
Medical Equipment
Film Processor:

113105 - APD F2000 MRI Coldhead
APD F2000 cold head rebuild kit available.
Marc Fessler, Independence Cryogenic
Engineering, 609-294-0012
MRI Compressor:
89377 - LEYBOLD Coolpack 6000 MRI
Compressor
Remanufactured to original specifications.
Marc Fessler, Independence Cryogenic
Engineering, 609-294-0012
MRI Mobile:
588583 - GE MRI Mobile $200,000
Magnet Weight- 8,500 lbs. Carla Ehrhardt,
King’s Medical Group
MRI Scanner:
579581 - GE 2000 1.5T Echo Speed Plus
MRI Scanner
Magnet R 277 CXK4 Round Covers 33/120
gradients ACGD Plus 9. Robert Manetta, Nationwide Imaging Services Inc, 732 262-3115
589562 - HITACHI Aris 2 MRI Scanner
$98,000
1998 Hitachi Aris 2: . Lisa DeVito, Duke
Diagnostic Resale
Mammo Unit:

Want to buy?

For more information on any of these
listings, visit www.dotmed.com and
enter the Listing # in any search box.
Search Equipment
[ ? ] 456102

Want to sell?

You can post a free classified
ad on DOTmed.com.
Just visit our website and register.

Monitor:
583827 - NEC Model # TG00194TS Monitor
19” Wide Touch Screen Monitor. Jerry byrd,
Tech Global INC, 6232621181
Needleless Mesotherapy System:
589703 - DERMAWAVE 2007 BTL 5000
Needleless Mesotherapy System $12,000
“No Needle Mesotherapy” (NNM) Aquaphoresis System. Nikki Becraft, RTR Services
Nuclear Gamma Camera:
589670 - GE Infinia Nuclear Gamma
Camera $80,000 Infinia 1 or 2 in working
condition. Eldad Tor, Medical Trade Center
O/R Camera:
588987 - STRYKER 988-210-122 O/R
Camera $50
Stryker coupler 02B008364 . Jeffrey S.
Dobbs, Dobbs Medical Sales, Inc.
O/R Light:
588584 - AMSCO Steris-Quantum SQ240
O/R Light $995
The Amsco Quantum SQ240 is a dual surgical light with automatic bulb change-over.
Scott Brengel, Medical Supplies Unlimited

588662 - KONICA SRX-101A - Film Processor $2,400
This is a 120V, 60Hz x-ray processor that
was purchased 10/25/05. Annecy Majoros,
Santa Cruz Veterinary Hospital

589105 - GE DMR Mammo Unit � 0
YOM 1993, TUBE YOM 2006! dual buckys
(18x24 & 24x30cm), lead glass, generator,
various paddles. Mads Vittrup, AGITO Medical

Hysteroscope:

Microkeratome:

585598 - KERNEL KN-2200+ Hysteroscope
KN-2200 optic and electronic Colposcope
digital imaging system 1. ella fan, Kernel
Medical Equipment Co.,Ltd

588408 - BAUSCH & LOMB HANSATMOE
Microkeratome $8,000
Hansatome Microkeratome, Bausch & Lomb
Surgical, Model HT230, SN 2085 Incl. M
Alfayez, ELC

580746 - ZEISS OPMI6-SFC S3 O/R Microscope $7,000
Zeiss Microscope for Ophthalmology:
OPMI 6SFC Microscopic Head Universal
S3 Fl. Gamal Shanbaky, Gamma Medical
Equipment,Inc.

Microscope:

OB / GYN Ultrasound:

589714 - A. O. SPENCER 100 Micro Star
Microscope $600
In stock a Lab Microscope AO One-Hundred
in good working condition. Juan Sandoval,
Monterrey Medical Equipment

589153 - GE LogiqBook XP OB / GYN Ultrasound $12,000 Logiq Book Xp for sale.
ravichandra kumar, ravi x ray and biomedical
equipment consultancy

Laparoscope:
585075 - STORZ 26003BA Laparoscope
Karl Storz 10mm 30 degree Laparoscope.
Kris Ramac, Endopointe, 954-673-1710

Classifieds Rate Card
4 lines: $100 • 8 lines: $175 • 16 lines: $325

O/R Microscope:

Orthopedic - General:
589716 - ALLEN Beach Chair Orthopedic
- General $3,400
Allen Beach Chair Positioner. Kim Hensley,
Didage Sales Company, Inc.
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To run a classified in
DOTmed Business News
call 212-742-1200
Ext “Ads” (237)
Orthopedic Table:
588564 - OSI 6600 Orthopedic Table $7,000
OSI Pain Management Table, #6600 with
hand and foot control,2 armboards, Cervica... JUDY VAN NESS, MEDICAL ARTS
SURGERY CENTER
Other:
589596 - Dicm PACS Server Other $900
Dicm PACS Server is a DICOM Storage
Server. John Kennedy, Dicm Software Tools
Consultants
589203 - HHS7 Hand Cycle Other $1,459
Now In Stock for Immediate Shipment Holiday Super Sale Price. TeShun Fan, Johnson
Cycle Works
Oxygen Blender:
583694 - SECHRIST 3500HL Oxygen
Blender $300
Have 2 Surplus units All Wall mount All
Dual flow meters Price is $350 per unit I accept U. Grant Gray, AD-Line, 727-644-2917
Patient Warmer:
584485 - GAYMAR MTA-4700 Patient
Warmer $1,250
Item Description NEW in box. Grant Gray,
AD-Line, 727-644-2917
Pump I/V Infusion:
583810 - BAXTER Colleague CX 3 Pump
I/V Infusion $3,200
Looking to purchase up to 50 units Please
contact Gurmit Bhatia US Med-Equip
Inc. Gurmit Bhatia, U.S Med-Equip,
713-983-8860
Pump Suction:
588587 - DEVILBISS Vacu-Aide #7304a
Pump Suction $250 DEVILBISS Vacu-Aide
Portable Suction Pump #7304a, includes
soft case and battery charger. John Allaire,
All-Tech Medical
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Scale:
589457 - SECA Mechanical Patient Scale
$250
great scale with little physical wear. Todd
Fentress, Bio Equipment Sales and Services
Shared Service Ultrasound:
589713 - GE V730 PRO BT08 Shared Service Ultrasound $25,000
Available Totally Refurbished Fully Working
Upgraded to BT08 from BT03 Voluson 730
Pr... Niranjan Kumar, India Ultrasound
Sterilizer:
588332 - STATIM 2000 Sterilizer $1,799
This listing is for a remanufactured statim
2000. Gregory Drinkwater, remanufacturedsterilizers.net, 5162440436
Stress Test:
588609 - BURDICK Quest Stress Test
$4,995
Spacelabs Burdick’s fully integrated exercise
stress system, the Quest, combines ... Ronald Cohen, C&R Medical
Ultrasound Transducer Ultrasound:
585449 - GE TK100104 Ultrasound Transducer Ultrasound
TK100104 3. Christopher Turner, C&C Medical Solutions
528100 - TOSHIBA PLT 704AT Ultrasound
Transducer Ultrasound
PLT-704AT LINEAR SMALL PARTS 38MM
TRANSDUCER (5-11MHZ) FOR TOSHIBA
APLIO/XARIO. Chrystal Turner, C&C Medical Solutions, 317-219-3616
Urodynamic System:
589319 - MEDTRONIC DUET ENCOMPASS
Urodynamic System $7,500
1-Available in good working condition.
Wayne Buchan, Dynasty Enterprises
Ventilator:
589009 - PURITAN BENNETT MA-1 Ventilator $1,000
complete unit. Sherwyn Simon M.D., Intermedequip Inc.
X-Ray Image Intensifier:
589102 - GE th9438hxh561 X-Ray Image
Intensifier $600
the part no is 554203. Ting Wang, advanced
medical equipment

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Join the industry’s fastest
growing Independent MRI
and CT Service and Sales
organization.
Due to increased growth,
Genesis Medical Imaging is seeking
experienced MRI and CT Field
Service Engineers — we have
openings nationwide.
Full benefits Package includes:
t$PNQSFIFOTJWF4BMBSZ #POVT
& Commission Package
t)FBMUI%FOUBM-JGF*OTVSBODF
t,
t"VUPNPCJMF1BDLBHF
Forward resume with
salary history to:
KPCPQFO!BPMDPN

0óDF
'BY

www.genesismedicalimaging.com
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For more information on any of these
listings, visit www.dotmed.com and
enter the Listing # in any search box.
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Post Jobs for Free
on DOTmed.com

Just register for Free on
DOTmed, then post up to
30 jobs at a time – for Free.

Try it today!
www.dotmed.com

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
EXECUTIVE / MANAGEMENT

NURSING

587657 – Executive Position, Georgia,
USA, $110-115k
For profit behavioral health company seeks
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) for 100+ bed
facility in a great city. Phil Armfield, StaffPointe, 816-383-0352

550066 – Nursing Position, San Francisco, CA, $120-160k
Not-for-profit 350 bed acute care hospital is
currently recruiting for Cardiovascular Clinical Nurse Specialist – ICU. Sarah Beddow,
A&H Partners, 888-641-1023

578904 – Management Administration,
Oregon, USA
Regional Manager (Marketing & Operations)
needed for Diagnostic imaging center in
Northwest, OR.
Lisa Okes, XRAYZ 4U, LLC, 866-232-8822

582195 – Nursing Position, Michigan,
Negotiable
Nurse Practitioner or Physician Assistant Be
part of post-op team at Michigan community
hospital - Job #31124. Sally Jones, Linde
Allied, 866-278-0491

PHYSICIAN

TECHNOLOGIST / TECHNICIAN

572719 – Physician Position, Sioux City,
Iowa, $350-$400K
Otolaryngology Physician - Join a 1 physician and 1 PA practice, Board certified/board
eligible. Tom Gradowski, Paramount Healthcare Placement Service, 610-636-2252

477219 – MRI Technologist, Georgia, USA
Specialty technologist will be responsible for
performing MRI procedure, Bachelors degree preferred, ARRT(R) mandatory. Laura
Ellis, Memorial University Medical Center,
912-350-7206

574286 – Physician Position, North Carolina, USA
Hospitalist positions in North Carolina –
Where you can have it all!
Ashleigh Caronite, Medical Connections,
800-681-2056

586779 – MRI Position
Customer support specialist, MRI Surgical
team. Install and service custom intraoperative MRI SYSTEMS in top Medical Centers.

RADIOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

579874 – Laboratory Technologist, New
Jersey, USA, $45-$52k+Annual Bonus
Provide telephone support on clinical lab
equipment for manufacturer of clinical
laboratory instrumentation. Larry Radzely,
Adel-Lawrence, 866-252-5621

582678 – Radiology Physician, Northern
California, Negotiable
Opportunity for an Interventional and
Women’s Imaging Radiologist or General
Radiologist with special interest in these
areas; Job #20134. Jane Coleman, Kendall
& Davis, 866-278-9604

MagnaServ is a nationwide ISO
specializing in MRI and CT modalities.
MagnaServ is currently seeking Field Service
Professionals with 5 or more years of experience
for employment opportunities in various markets.
MagnaServ offers a competitive salary and
beneﬁts package that includes: car allowance,
medical, dental, vision, life, and 401K.
Please email or fax your resume in conﬁdence,
or ﬁll out our application online.

2862 S.E. Monroe Street, Stuart, FL 34997
Parts: 772-219-2229 ● Fax: 772-283-2450
Ofﬁce: 772-283-4288
employment@magnaserv.com
www.magnaserv.com

LABORATORY

THE TECHNICAL RESUMEBANK
NATIONWIDE OPPORTUNITIES
BIOMEDICAL & RADIOLOGY
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blue book price guide

Recent equipment and parts auctions on DOTmed with actual for-sale prices.
IMAGING
TOSHIBA CT Scanner Aquilion Quad 4 Slice This is
a 2003 Toshiba 4 Slice CT scanner. Gantry Count is
only 721,400 slices. Slice count is 430,000, 7.5MHU
CXB-750A Tube. Tube replaced on 10/26/2005. 4 Slice
= .5mm x 4 Caridac Option installed ECG Monitor
Cardiac Gating Option Modality Worklist Option SCU
Print/DICOM option fluoro Option installed In-room
fluoro monitor In-room fluoro monitor boom 60KW
Generator 7.5MHU CXB-750A Tube Software Version at
V2.05ER001 Dual Monitors with two separate computers for multi-tasking operation All manuals are included.
All software disks are included. All the phantoms are
included with the CT scanner. This includes the LL
(large large), L (large), M (medium), S (small), SS (small
small), and contrast phantom. Just off lease. Professionally deinstalled and packed for shipping by Toshiba. Unit
was in use until deinstallation. Service history verified by
Toshiba. System fully tested and accepted by qualified
Toshiba engineers on 8/1/08 with Preventative Maintenance also performed. We have a letter of confirmation
from Toshiba that states: “This is a letter of confirmation
that the Toshiba Aquilion 4 slice, s/n D262xxxx, was
deinstalled by trained Toshiba Engineers on July 31st,
2008. On this date, the system was fully calibrated and
tested to meet all specifications set forth by Toshiba
in the Quality Assurance manual provided with the
equipment. In addition to the calibration and testing, the
system has had a “PM” (preventative maintenance) performed on it on July 30th, 2008. This included, but was
not limited to, the cleaning of slip rings and vacuuming
of components internal to the gantry, control/reconstruction console. All components, both mechanical and electrical, software, image quality, and performance of this
equipment were fully functional with no known issues as
of deinstallation on July 31st, 2008.” Auction 5893 – sold
for leasing company in Wisconsin, $64,000.
SIEMENS CT Scanner Somatom Sensation 4 With Low
Slice Count on Tube This is a 2002 Siemens Somatom
Sensation 4 Slice CT Scanner. This system was manufactured in 2002. The tube was replaced in March of
2008 and the tube count is only: 51282 Scan Seconds.
This system was used on approximately one patient
a day and was used as a secondary scanner. Entry in
the Activity Log reflects this usage. All Phantoms are
present with System and most Test Tools are present as
well. The system includes a Wizard Workstation. There
have been some questions regarding a password for the
service software on this system. When it comes time to
reinstall the system, a password will be needed. A Level-4 password is available for $1,000. This password will
allow your engineer to install and calibrate the unit. This
password does not include DAS or SMI Diagnostics. A
Level-7 password can also be purchased from Siemens
for approximately $14,000 to $15,000. A Level-7 password allows complete service level access. It includes
diagnostic tools to troubleshoot the subsystems. If the
system is sold in the United States, a Level-7 password
can be obtained from Siemens, valid for seven days, to
cover the time necessary to install the system. Software:
-Somaris5 VA47C -ServPack4, ServPack4A -IRS: P20A
IRS V447_KM 17-Feb-2003 -Syngo: VX26B SL02P19
-Windows: 4.0 (Build 1381: Service Pack 6) Firmware:
MCU VA04C GPC VA05A RTC VA05A ACU VA04A
Detector VA04A Z-Con VA05C PTH VA04A PTV VA03F
XSC VA07A CPI VAo2B Licenses: GET_WORKLIST
CA_SCORE CAP3D_EDITOR CAP3D_FILTER_SSD
CAP3D_FILTER_MIP CAP3D_FILTER_VRT CAP3D_
MAIN CAP3D_VOIMODE CARDIO_PRO UHR_RES
CARDIO_RETRO PERFUSION VOLUME_ZOOM
SYNGO_GENERAL_LICENSE HIGH_SPEED. Auction
5910 – sold for dealer in New York, $55,000.
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GE Mammo Unit Senograph DMR This is a GE
Senograph DMR mammo unit. 1. Power cabinet:
ZFHOODMR, Type 45440275, mfg 2-93 2. Keyboard:
ZFOOODMR, Type 92097BUO, mfg 6-95 3. Main
base: ZFHOODMR, Type 45440268, mfg 2-93 4. Tube
mfg 2002 5. Upgrade kit: Model 2215924, for DMR
version V3.27 Includes manual, glass shield, ID printer,
paddles, 3 buckys, paddle storage stand, etc. Auction
5603 – sold for broker in Wisconsin, $3,500.
GE Portable X-Ray AMX III This is a 1983 GE AMX III
Portable X-Ray unit, Model #46-21790062. This unit
was serviced this past month by GE and had PM performed. It is being sold because the hospital that owns
it no longer has a need for it. The foot print on this
system is 36” front to back, 24” side to side, height is
72”. Weight is approx. 500 to 600 lbs. The manufacture
date was November, 1983. Last service date: Aug 28,
2008 by GE Service Technician. Auction 5627 – sold
for broker in Colorado, $3,500.
GE OB / GYN - Vascular Voluson 730 This is a GE Voluson 730 with BT02, Realtime 4D, Fast Frame Volume
Scan (32 Frames/Sec) 10.4” LCD Touch Screen Control,
CD Writer, MOD, SonoView. Probes included: RAB4-8P
Realtime 4D Convex Transducer RIC5-9 Edocavity
Transducer AB2-5 Abdominal Transducer SP4-10 Vascular, and breast imaging Transducer Sony DV Direct.
Auction 5663 – sold for dealer in Texas, $26,000.
MEDRAD Injector MRI Spectris Solaris EP This is a
Medrad Spectris Solaris EP Injector Serial Number
3012012-30633 “NEVER USED” in Original Box. Auction 5886 – sold for hospital in New York, $12,500.
SIEMENS Power Conditioner RP60-480 This Power
Conditioner was formerly used on a Siemens Somatom
Plus 4. This equipment utilizes a Lambda Transformer.
Input Voltage: 480, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, 100 Amps Output
Voltage: 480/277, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, 88 Amps, 61 kW
Power conditioners regulate, filter, and suppress noise
in AC power for sensitive computer and other solid
state equipment. Power conditioners typically consist
of voltage regulators in combination with output isolation transformers and transient voltage suppression
circuitry. This conditioner provides electrical isolation
and noise and spike attenuation to ensure the quality
and consistency of power to sensitive medical, laboratory, computer, and other high technology equipment.
Auction 5410 – sold for dealer in New York, $2,600.
SIEMENS Mammo Unit Lot of 3 Mammomat 3000 This
is for two Siemens Mammomat 3000 and One Siemens
Nova 3000 for parts. These units are not confirmed in
working condition so sold as parts units. Full Assortment
of buckies and paddles included in this Auction. Please
view pictures for details. 1- Siemens Nova 3000 Parts
Unit Stand: Model# 6134709 X041E Serial# 081** S11
x-ray control generator: Model# 6438506 X04E serial#
081** S11 Manufacture Date: 2001 1- Siemens Mammomat 3000 Parts Unit stand: ser# 05134 S11 x-ray
control generator: model # 6438506 X041E ser# 011**
S11 Manufacture Date: 1997 1- Siemens Mammomat
3000 Parts Unit Stand: Model# 6134709 X041E Serial#
021** S11 x-ray control generator: model# 8611121
X2051 Serial# 026** S11 Manufacture Date: 1995. Auction 5691 – sold for dealer in New York, $4,000.
KODAK DR DirectView 7100 This is a 2004 Kodak
DirectView DR 7100 System. This auction includes:
Operator Console Overhead Tube Crane Tilting table
Timing and distribution unit (TDU) X-Ray Generator: Manufacturer: Analog Corp. Indico 100 -Model:
VZW2930RD3-03, 80 kW *Indico 100 80 kW Generator
*Digital Radiographic TDU Rev.4 Made By Kodak

*Pausch UT 2000 Digital table *Varian Rad 60 X-Ray
Tube (2005) *DirectRay Device Detector Array These
systems cost in excess of $200,000 new. This system
is being sold because the hospital is using the room
to add a new 64 Slice CT Scanner. This system had a
new detector installed by Kodak before deinstallation.
Auction 5899 – sold for exporter in Michigan, $20,000.
LASERS
SYNERON Laser - IPL E-Max Galaxy w/ 4 Handpieces
This is a Syneron E-Max/Galaxy laser. Manufactured
December 2005. Model # AS10812 Power: 115V Hand
Pieces: 1) elos ReFirme ST, Model ST Applicator, Part
# AS46282, November 2000 2) elos SR Applicator,
Part # AS00089, December 2004 3) elos SRA, SRA
Applicator, Part # AS37431, April 2006 4) Hair Removal
SW Version 1.13 St Pulses 64,300 DSL Pulses 45,700
SR Pulses 24,273 SRA Pulses 8,880 All pictured
manuals and CD’s are included. This unit is part of a
Cosmetic Surgery Clinic closing. Auction 5750 – sold
for medical office in Florida, $38,000.
MONITORS
HEWLETT PACKARD ICU/CCU Viridia This is a 1994
Hewlett Packard Viridia Monitoring System: This
system comes with the following (2) HP Kayakxu PC
Workstations (10) Monitors with Modulars M1092a (2)
Small Monitors for bedside (2) computers with software
You will also receive manuals with this unit. Auction
5536 – sold for hospital in Texas, $3,000.
SURGICAL
3M Sterilizer Steri-Vac 5XL These are two 3M Steri-Vac
5XL gas sterilizers. The stand pictured in also included.
The model is 487AGP and the Ser’s are 702080 &
720801. Manufacturer is 3M, they also have printers and
manuals. A dual-cycle, 100% ethylene oxide (EO) gas
sterilizer/aerator with a 4.8 cubic foot chamber. It can be
installed in a wall or placed on a freestanding rack. Auction 5825 – sold for hospital in Florida, $5,000.
CARL ZEISS Microscope OPMI CS-XY2 This
is a Carl Zeiss OPMI Microscope Model Number CS-XY2 Item Number TPKGSZC10050000
Includes the Following: OPMICS Microscope
Body/3025039901000ZC Retroskope CS Opmi CS
Illumination Module/30256000000000ZC Objective
F 175/65mm/30265100000000ZC Inclinable 0-180
Binocular Tube F 170/30378800000000ZC FOUR (4)
10X Wide Field Eyepieces/3055300000000ZC XY2
Motorized Coupler/305347000000000ZC S4 Floor
Stand Complete/30596000000000 14 Functional Foot
Control/30499099040000ZC S-Light Guide. Auction
5918 – sold for hospital in New York, $9,000.
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New from
Varian Interay:

Replacement for your
Performix 6.3 mHU
CT tube

MCS-6074
GE Lightspeed Plus
Designed as a replacement for:
GE Lightspeed family of CT scanners
s 6ARIANS -#3 REPLACES
$4 "ACKWARDS COMPATIBLE WITH
$4 $4 $4
s  M(5  MM TARGET
s 3UPPORTS  SECOND FULL SCANS
s #ALIBRATES LIKE THE ORIGINAL

For more information go online for a data sheet or contact us for the dealer nearest you.
USA Contact Information

Europe Contact Information

Varian Interay

Varian X-ray Products Germany

1-800-INTERAY
TEL 843.767.3005
FAX 843.760.0079
E-mail interay.sales@varian.com

TEL 49-2154-924-980
FAX 49-2154-924-994
sales-xray@varian.com

www.varian.com/interay
“All trademarked terms are property of the respective manufacturer.”

